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Kendal,IFriedman' confirmned existence of quarks
'By llenven M. Lemner
-Physics' Professors Jerome- Is.
Friledman -and 'Henry W. Keendall
PhD,'55 were awarded the -1990'
Nobel Prize in physics on
Wednesday, for their research
confirming the existence of

pleased to be able to join today
in celebrating their accomplishments, and congratulations to
them on behalf of all their MIT
colleagues." "We're ecstatic not just because it honors a great intellectu-

quarks.
Friedman, 60,' and, Kendall, 64,

..

are the ninth and 10th Nobel lauriates currently affiliated with
MIT.
.
.same
The .$700,000 award, which
will be shared with Richard E.
Taylor of the Stanford Linear

-that you can be a great scienfist and a great humanist at the
tiffe,'7 said Professor R~obert J. Birgeneau, head of the
'physics department.
This was, not the first award

Accelerator' Center, was announced "by 'the Swedish Acade-

that Friedman, Kendall, and Tay- ^Eac
lor have received -for their work.

my of'Sciences'early Wednesday
morning., Kendall --answered questions regarding his research at a
news conference later that day.
Friedman, who-was attending a -

Last year, they were -given the
Americanl Physical Society's
W. K. H. Panofsky Prize, worth
' a total of $5000.
.ment

9

-al

confeience~' inI- Fort Worth, TX,
was-told.-about the award by his
wife.` "Ic -was so' unbelievable , -1
literally ihouh I was still sleeping and that-this was part of my
dream,"'he said. ,
President Charles Mb Vest,
who tooks office--o'n MondaY,. e-pressed,-excitement about the,
award.- "Profess~orsFriedman and
Kefidall .brought great distinction,
both
o~thuehiesand to the
I

.Massiihusetts-, instffiie -of Techi,:
nolot,

heDsaid. -

o-w*Ve -verw

tees. In 1980, he was elected to
the American Academy of AlLrts
and Sciences. He received lhis
bachelor's, master's and doctoorate degrees from The Universil;ity
of Chicago.
Kendall studied mathematics , at

accomplishment, but because Amherst, College before comiring
provide good examples ' to MIT. He received his PhD heiere
ethey

in 1954. He worked 'as -a pot)std'o'Coral fellow at Brookhavcren
Donna Coveney/MIT News Office
Sean MU.Dougherty/The Tech
National Laboratory and MI]
[IT
Professors Henry W. KendallI PhD '55 (left)o and Jerome 0.
between 1954-1956, after whicich Friedman were awarded the3,Nobel Pirize in physics on
(Please turn to page 20)
Wednesday.
|I%

o r i named new provost

By Dave Watt
oversees the budgets of all of the
President Charles M. Vest on departments and schools and
Tuesday announced the appoir[nt- manages undergraduate eduof M~ark S. Wrighton, he;-ad cation.
See pages 20 and 21 f r ex- of the chemistry department aiind
Wrighton, while serving as
cerpts of Kendall's press confer- CIB<A-GtIGY professor of head of the chemistry departence, and other stories-on MIT's chmsrttepoionf
iro- ment, also ran one of the largest
Nobel laureates.
~
ot
rgtntook over -tlthe research groups in the depart-.
provost's office that day.
ment. His group of about 25 peoFriedman, a,faculltyr member at
In a press release, Vest cibted ple studies a wide variety of subMIT since'1960, was -head of the Wrighton for his "intellect, devvoDepartment of, Physics. between tion to teaching,--willingness to
1983 and- June- 1988.' Last year; serve others, knowledge of t]the
he was -naned Willia-m-"A. Coo- Institute, and dedicationI to
lidge -professor of physic's.
MIT."1
-He is a fellow ofpthe Amlerican
The pr'ovost is the chief ac,carhsklcaS~it
S
-__Anid iss:rsvpd_,_...demic -bficerST- MIT,. Whi
on numerous
ottd:*c
emn
e~respo s
es,

Fa'culty-aprv timetable-for ROT
-.By Andrea LUmberti
On Wednesday, the faculty
took a, definitive stance on MIT's
relationship with the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, whose
policy excluding gays and -lesbians conflicts with the Institute's
non-discrimination policy.
The faculty approved a resolu-,
tion giving the Department of
De fense five years to end its discriminato'ry policy. If the policy
is not changed, MIT will most
likely break with ROTC.
A resolutioneproposed by the
MIT Committee on1 ROTrC outlined a comprehenlsive, but flexible, course of action-for the Institute to take over the next
several years. If the DOD fails to
eliminate the conflict between the
policies of MIT and ROTC, the
ROTC program might be made
unavailable to MIT students.
The committee was charged
with setting a deadline by which
MIT should end its participation
in ROTC if the DOD does -not

change its policy. In May, the face,
ulty asked the committee to set a
date by Wenesday's meeting.
The resolution 'asks the admirnistration to work to reverse the
DOD policy within five' years.
MIT should both work individually and collaborate with other
schools to achieve thiis goal, the
resolution states.
According to the resolution,
the president will then establish a
task force to evaluate whatever
progress has been made and rec-omnmend a subsequent course of
action, with the "expectation that
inadequate progress toward eliminating the D)OD policy- on sexual
orientation wtill result in making
ROTC unavailable to students
beginning with the class entering
in 1998."
MIT publications would note
the end of the ROTC program
beginning no later than the fall
of 1996.
The resolution requests that
the ROTC cominittee report at

-~~~~~~~~~~

3
An interview with President Charles M. Vest.
Pages 12t13.
The Graduate Student Council'opposes insurance refunds.
Page 2.
The MIT F~estival Jazz Ensemble compact disc highlights
five years of Jazz Ensemble history. Page 1 5

least once a year on MIT init'iatives, toward change in the DOD
policy. It should also report on
"the committee's assessment of
progress at the national level," it
adds.
The Executive Committee of
the MIT Corporation and the
ROTC committee should begin a
dialogue, focusing on the need
for action and possible cooperation among schools by faculties,
administrations, and corporations, according to the resolution.
Alvin W. Drake '57, chair of
the ROTC committee and professor of electrical engineering, introduced the resolution and explained the the process behind
the, committee's consensus.
The coming battle to reverse
the policy is not with the DOD or
ROTC, Drake said. It is "with
'Congress, [and] the people who
send those people to Congress."
Most faculty support
-the
resolution
Davrid M. Halperin, professor
of literature and faculty advisor
to Defeat Discrimination at MIT,
supported the motion. Although
it might be moderate compared
to the actions of some other institutions, he said, it is not a "tactical retreat. [The resolution] represents a plan for action."
President Charles M. Vest saw
the resolution as a vehicle for
uniting the MIT community,
characterized it as an "excellent
motion," and said he will embrace it "with a great deal of enthusiasm.'

The poetry of Sharon Wls evokes sympathy, inspires rage,
and deals with.the personal pain andi rage of bad sexual
experiences. Page 15.
Philip Kaufman's Henry & June is a superb film translation
of the diaries of Anais Nin. Page 14.

Paul E. Gray '54, chairman of
the corporation, qualified the entire motion as "constructive,"
and pledged to serve as the link
between the faculty and Corporation on the issue. Faculty Chair
Henlry D. Jacoby voiced the
strong support of the Faculty
(Please turn to page 2)

'Sean M. Dougherty/The Tech

Provost Mark S. Wrighton

jects, related to electrochemistry,
including molecular electronics
and the mechanisms of photosynthesis. The funding for his research totals over $1 million per
year.
Unlike former Provost John
M. Deutch '61, Wrighton will
continue his research group while
serving as provost. However, he
said he would like his group to be
roughly half the size it is now, He
is looking for a "sleek, efficient
research-group," according to
Tayhas R. Palmore G. one of his
students.
Synergism and diversity
Although he plans to spend his
first few months learning the details of his new job, Wrighton
said he already sees issues he believes need attention, including
promoting faculty and student
diversity, making research more a
part of the undergraduate experience, aned controlling ever-rising
tuition costs.
Wrighton believed that strong
research and teaching programs
build on each other. ('The US
(Please turn to page 20)

Albany St homeless
shelter pushes to stay
_By Chris Schechter
The future of the shelter for
the homeless at 240 Albany St.,~
which sits on land owned by
MIT, has become uncertain after
MIT's announcement in June
that the shelter's site is nothing
more than temporary.
Although MIT has no plans to
'build on the land, the Institute
wants to keep the statuls quo of
letting the shelter use the land
rent free, but granting no longterm arrangement. The Institute
holds this attitude despite a resolution passed by the Cambridge
City Council -asking MIT to grant
the shelter the land.
The shelter, a part of the Cambridge and Somerville Program
for Alcohol Rehabilitation (CA7
SPAR), has leased the land rentfree since it settled on the Albany
St. site II years ago.
Last June, howeve~r, CASPAR
officials raised the question of a
long-term lease which wo~uld enable them to install permanent
facilities. Up until now the shelter, which consists of a trailer,
has been able to accommodate
up to 55 homeless people in its
limited space.
Although MIT, CASPAR and
the city have met on numerous
occasions, negotiations are currently at a standstill. "We've been

very cooperative for a very long
time," said Ronald P. Suduiko,
assistant to the president for government and community relations.
Suduiko felt that MIT
"stepped forward as a responsible neighbor" 11 years ago when
the shelter was in need of a temporary location. Now, according
to Suduiko, "it is the problem of
the whole community, not just
MIll,
Many students on campus,
however, feel differently. According to Christopher S. Stipp G.

co-coordinator of the MIT
Homelessness Initiative, more
than 500 people, including faculty and staff signed a petition in
favor of the shelter in less than
three days.
The petition was part of a local
initiative to inform the campus of
the situation. "Once aware of the
problem, a large fraction of the
students will want to do something," Stipp said. "MIT as an
educational institution should address major social problemns."
Only shelter of its
kind in Cambridge
The Albany St. shelter is the
only one' of its kind in Cambridge. "They have no where to
(Please turn to page 2)
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GSC opposes any
optional coverage
bridge and Somerville Program
for Alcohol Rehabilitation (CASPAR), is the only homeless shelter in Cambridge that permits
people with drug or alcohol
problems to stay there. [See story
on Albany St. shelter, page 1.J
Also, the GSC announced
changes in their policy regarding
appointments to Institute committees. The GSC said it will
from now on appoint the graduate students who serve on Institute committees.
Previously, the GSC merely
recommended students for the
committees, and the committee
chair, a member of the faculty,
then selected the graduate students for the committee from the
GSC recommendations. It is not
clear whether this newv GSC decision will have any effect on the
committee appointment- procedure.
The GSC said it will also require those students working on
the committees to make progress
reports back to the GSC, and
that it now reserves the right to
remove students from the committees when the council believes
they are not representing graduate students' interests.
The first appointments made
under the new GSC policy were
to the Ad Hoc Committee on
Demonstrations. The council
chose Andrew D. Silber G and
Hellman, but with the provision
that the students would serve on
the committee only if President
Charles M. Vest responded to the
GSC resolution on appointments
in a letter.
In the resolution, the GSC demands that Vest address three
points. Vest is asked to write that
he "is aware of and understands"
the GSC's new committee appointments policy; that he agrees
that all members of a given committee should sign its final report, or be permitted to include
dissenting opinions; and that "in
view of the history of problems
with the committee process," he
is committed to reviewing the
whole issue of committees and
representation at MIT.

By Dave Watt
In a rebuff to MIT Pro-Life,
the Graduate Student Council
overwhelmingly adopted a resolution opposing optional abortion
coverage in the MIT Student
Health Insurance plan. The resolution was passed 21-2 at the
GSC meeting in Walker Memorial Tuesday evening.
The resolution, in the form of
a letter the GSC will send to Linda L. Rounds, executive director
of the Medical Department, expresses the GSCs opposition to
allowing "optional coverage for
any procedure under the current
MIT student insurance plan1." At
present, Student Health Insurance covers the cost of elective
abortions.
Olof C. Hellman G. who introduced the resolution at the meeting, said it came in response to a
petition circulated by MIT ProLife, which proposed making the
plan's coverage of abortions optional for policy holders. The petition has been signed by more
than 100 people, over half of
whom are graduate students, according to Juan A. Latasa '91,
Pro-Life's insurance liaison.
Hellman explained that allowing this one exemption might set
a precedent, allowing other
groups to demand refunds for
medical procedures to which they
object.
Latasa was surprised to hear
that the GSC had passed such a
resolution. "MIT Pro-Life was
never asked to'submit or explain
our proposal to the Graduate
Student Council," Latasa said.
"This is such a personal issue
that I don't think they can say
that it's in the interests of all
graduate students to support this.
This just shows that a referendum on the matter could be helpful," he added.
Other business
On other matters, the GSC
called for the MIT adm-finistration to donate the land of the
homeless shelter at 240 Albany
St. to the organizers of the shelter. The shelter, run by the Cam-

Christian S. Marx/The Tech

Afternoon surr makes Lobby 7 a garden of shadows.

(Continauedfrom page-1)
Policy Committee.
Provost Mark S. Wrighton, at
his first faculty meeting asprovost, saw the situation as an opportunity for MIT to become a
leader in forging new policy, and
vowed to do "all in his power" to
work toward the change.
Some faculty members at the
meeting felt that the resolution
was not strong enough. Professor
of Literature Louis Kampf said
he would vote for the measure
because "if we don't pass it, we'll
wind up with nothing."
Kampf added that the resolution created "a hint of a deadline, but not really a deadline,"
because MIT will not automatically break with ROTC if the
policy is not changed.
Professor of Physics Vera Kistiakowsky shared Kampf's senti-'
ments. She proposed an amendment that would guarantee a
break with ROTC if the military
did not change its policy in five
years, but the amendment was
voted down.

Ad Hoc Committee on Demonstrations. Two undergraduates
and two graduate students will
serve on the committee, but the
committee's progress and discussions have been delayed by discussions of MIT governance, Jacoby said.
Steven D. Penn G. vice president of the Graduate Student
Council, opposed the process by
which the committee is being
formed. Hae announced that the
GSC has begun appointing representatives for Institute -committees, rather than letting committee chairs select them from a list
of nominees. ISee story on Tuesday's GSC meeting, page 1.1
"I think the faculty should
amend its rules right away" in response to the change in the GSC
appointment process, Penn said.
GSC President Michael D.
Grossberg G criticized the committee selection process in general, and emphasized that all members of a committee should be
consulted before a final report is
written.
Manish Bapna '91, president
Status of report
the Undergraduate Associaof
on demonstrations
tion, offered two suggestions for
Jacoby reported on the status the jA4d Hoc Committee on Dlemof the study panel on policies re- onstrations: Its meetings and
lated to demonstrations. In May, hearings should be open to the
the faculty called on- the presi- community, and a lawyer should
dent to appoint a panel to review be included on the committee.
the processes by which demonAccolades all around
strations on campus are handled.
The panel would make recomDespite the heavier tone of dismendations for handling demon- cussion on the ROTC program at
strations and establish an adviso- *MIT,several members of the facry committee to be consulted in ulty were praised by their coltimes of crisis and to monitor 'leagues at the meeting.
deinonstrations.
Robert J. Birgeneau, head of
the
physics department, comSix faculty members and two
the
administration
of
members
mended two professors who rehave already been chosen for an ceived the 1990 Nobel Prize in

Groups fight to preserve the
Albany St. homeless shelter
fmro
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said.
In addition, the shelter caters
to the basic needs such as food,
clothing and hygiene. The homeless can also take advantage of
the counseling services th shelter
offers and the strong tics it has
with various detoxification
centers.
The shelter, which receives support from the federal government, is staffed by a few professional counselors, but mostly by
volunteers.

we are their only option,"

said Margaret McAllister, case
manager at the shelter. The shelter is ideally located in a non-residential neighborhood, McAllister added.
It operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week and provides
mostly emergency care for alcoholics and drug users from the
cities of Cambridge and Somerville. "Our mission is first to
keep people alive,' McAllister
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Due to a production error, the following line was deleted
from Tuesdays article on the women's soccer team ["Babson
blanks women booters"J: "The team's conference record last
year was 0-6; this year it is 14."

;J

-IOTC resolution

Faculty approve

Tuesday's story on the World Series incorrectly stated the
number of deaths in last year's earthquake in Northern California [AXs, Reds open Series tonight in Cincinnati"]. Fewer than
100 people died in the quake.
The caption under the front-page picture accompanying last
Friday's story on University Park ["RCB hears tenant appeal"]
incorrectly described the houses in the picture. They are not the
houses for which tenants are fighting. The houses in the picture
were torn down.
A story which ran two weeks ago on the colloquium on the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps contained an incorrect statistic
["Panel condemns discriinilatory policy," Oct. 51. Sixty to 70
percent of the nation's commissioned officers come from ROTC
programs.
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physics on Wednesday. Physics,
Professors Jerome I. Friedman
and Henry W. Kendall PhD'55
received the prize, along with Dr.
Richard E. Taylor of the Stanford Lifiear Accelerator Center,
for-their research confirming the
existence of quarks.
And under the guise of a 'faculty resolution on the leadership
transition," Jacoby presented a
tribute to Gray, extolling his tenure as president of MIT.
President Charles M. Vest,
leading the faculty meeting for
the first time, thanked the faculty; and related what he learned
about MIT, from interviews with
faculty and students over the
summer. A common thread running through all the conversations revealed a commitment to
education, particularly undergraduate education; a commitment to service and the issues
facing mankind; and a sense of
the uniqueness of'MIT.
Vest identified what he viewed
as the emerging issues facing the
Institute. "In no way to imply
criticism of the past ... Th-e Institute [is] lacking a clear defini-tion of itself," he said.
Other issues to be addressed
include developing enhanced ap-
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proaches to federal relations,

maintaining and enhancing undergraduate education and the
undergraduate experience, and
dealing with difficult budgetary
constraints, Vest continued.
Gist affirmed'his personal goal
to maintain and strengthen the
presence of women and underrepresented minorities at MIT.
"It is very difficult to see the
changing face-of America in our
faculty and staff," Vest said.
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United Nations may make
Iraq pay reparations

·-ai~
Isra-el changes: settlement policy
Israel is backing'off from a promise not to settle any
more Soviet Jews in- East Jerusalem. The Israeli Foreign
Ministry said Foreign Minister David Levy issued the
change in a letter to. Secretary of State James A. Baker
III. The letter says Israel "made no commitment" to nothouse, immigrants, in East Jerusalem or in the occupied
territories. The administration opposes the housing as an
obstacle to peace in the Middle East.

South African state
of -emergency ends
The president of South Africa said the state of emergency in the province of Natal is over. EW. de Klerk ended the rules for the province, which has been wracked by
black-against-black factional killings. De Klerk said he
hopes the return to normalcy leads--o full negotiations
with the'African National Congress on power-sharing
with the black majority.
The ANC has not yet responded, but South Africa's
leading financial--daily said the ANC is talking about
money, and hoping that corporations-will give it some.
Corporate officials said they are less than enthused about
funding a group that wants to nationalize big business.

a

Report recommends flying backwards

Diplomats of the five-permanent- rmembers of the UN
Security Council are pushing a resolution to make Iraq
pay countries that have suffered economic losses due to
the Persian Gulf crisis. Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar told a German magazine the United Nations has
already imposed the toughest sanctions possible against
Iraq and'said he sees little progress toward a peaceful settlement. He mentioned the possibility the Security Council could authorize military action against Iraq.
Many Western Europeans would support military action, a recent Gallup survey showed. Seventy percent of
those questioned in Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy,
and Spain said they favor the use of military force to push
Iraq out of Kuwait.

Two British reports said turning commercial airplane
seats around to face the rear of the planes could be the
safest way to fly. The investigators recommended research
on turning seats around, improving seats and seat belts,
strengthening floors, modifying engines and improving pilot training.
The reports suggested-that even a slight change in the
way passengers brace themselves for a crash could save
lives now. One study said that lives could also be saved if
airline cabin crews instructed passengers about how to
take the proper position rather than telling them how to
put on life jackets.
The British Civil Aviation Authority said research in all
of the issues raised by the studies will continue.

House approves tariffs
on Chinese goods

Beirut wall comes down
Beirut is becoming one city again. Lebanese government bulldozers are tearing down the wall that divided
Beirut into Christian and Moslem sectors, and reopening
the roads that link them. The goal of the new government
is reunification, now that it has crushed Christian General
Michael Aoun's militia. Auon is holed up in the French
embassy, and a Moslem radio station said he is not expected to come out soon.

The House has voted to raise tariffs on Chinese goods
to punish the Beijing government for crushing the democracy movement last year. It is preparing another measure
making continued open trade with China dependent on
human rights improvements. President Bush has indicated
he will veto both bills.

w

Budget efforts continue

More fall-like weather will return for this weekend
as a strong low, tracking to our west and north pulls
much chillier air in its wake. A small high will then
bring fair and slightly warmer weather for Saturday
and Sunday, before clouds increase once again late
Sunday, with showers arriving Sunday night and
into Monday.

The Senate has rejected efforrts to rewrite a compromise
Washington, DC Mayor Marion Barry might enlist the
deficit-reduction package that would double gasoline tax- National Guard in the fight against the rising murder rate
es. Senate, leaders .are pressin~gfor- quick approval so lne"fin- the nation's capital. Ninie' people were killed in Washgotiat~ionS-·-an. e~i~~hlti~;~t
tWhiCas ·passed· a~ ington overt e:-weetkind, buing lthenubier of murders
"tax 'theT i-t6 ' .tviaioniiilthaftrre'siident-BuApsh-- }ihs-promised
the city to 373-this y6,at. Barry said he is considering a
to veto.- nightly curfew in high-crime neighborhoods. If that does
Bush said he is looking'for a package that will protect not work, he said he will call out the Guard.
income tax indexing, bolster incentives, and push investhet

nmint.

,~ls

He said those are the factors that will keep the

Friday: Showers 'ending in the morning. Strong
westerly winds will turn to the northwest and
continue with gusts up to 25 mph (40 kph). High
temperature around 60'F (16'C) under partly to
mostly cloudy skies. Slight chance of a brief
sprinkle late in the day.
Friday night: Clearing, chilly with lows in the upper
30s and low 40s (3-4°C) along the coast.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, milder and less windy.
Highs in the low 60s (16-17'C)
Saturday night: Clear and cool, with a low around

*

economy moving and- create jobs.
Bush has dropped.,his$threat to let the goverriffnmnt grind
to ai halt tomorrow-'. - Congressional leaders said the president will sign emergency legislation keeping the government functioning normally through Oct. 24.

Two dead in-California shootings

Clean air bill nears approval

A shooting rampage near Oakland, CA left two people
dead and two others seriously wounded, according to police. They said a lone gun-man shot and wounded a cashier
at a fast-food restaurant, then went to a nearby market,
killing one person and wounding another, The fourth victim was a cabdriver, who was fatally wounded. Police are
holding a 34-year-old parolee in connection with the
shootings.

Congressional negotiators are one step away from
agreeing on a major overhaul of the niation's clean air
laws. A tentative accord has been reached on -controlling
toxic industry emissions. Negotiators must figure out how
to deal with-acid rain, though-. The Buih'administration
estimated that the bill, if enac-te, will ultimately cost $21
billion to $25 billion per year.
ins
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-National CollegiateAlcohol Awareness Week I6
October 144 20, 1990
To:- MIT.Students who participated in the Medical Department's
survey, Alcohol Drugs and Student Attitudes at MaT
Fr. The Health Education Service-, E23-203, W20-547
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Vigorous Westerlies

W:National
Guard may be employed
to end Washington, DC murders

e+:·

42 OF (6 °C).
Sunday: Fair with increasing clouds late in the day.

Temperatures in seasonable 60s (16-21 C), with
winds turning to west-southwest.
Forecast by Marek Zebrowski
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You expect a lot
So do wee

Your first job is more tharn just a place to begin your career It's
Thank you fo participating! Here are the answers to the 10I where you'll receive the training and development that win help deterquick questions on alcohol and drugs that many of you requested. I one your futre. You've set high standards - so have wve.
One of the nation's 15 hqest corporations, Aetna was recently
named by firtune magazine as one of America's most admired corpora^ --l
-*--- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
--` H.
Ten Quick Questions .on Alcohol and Drugs
tons. What's more, Aetna has been roized by Good Housekeeping,
T F
1. Alcohol is considered to be a drug.
T F
-2
Switching ddinks will make a person drunker than staying with one Worng Motheg Bdk Etrpft, and fispanic magazines in their rankings of great compaWes inwhich to work Our outstanding
kind of alcoholic beverage.
T F
3.- Someone under the influence of alcohol is apt to do something that compensation, benefits and trining programs were ma or reasons why.
would be out of character when sober.
We are looldng for individuals wit a proven uasltical ability;
V A',IL A ?
T F
4. Memory loss following a drinking occasion happens to most
A0 llllIA;-1 effective verbal and witten communication slklls; commitment initiative,
drinkers now and then.
can tolerate greater quantities of alcohol by body weight flRebility and creativit. We hire graduates with degrees in arts and scenWe are paying for T F 5. Women
than men.
ces, economics, finance, accounting, information systems, and markeing.
people with asthma T F i 80% o college students in the United stites use drugs.
We'd like to meet you and learn more about your expectations.
T F
7.
Mood altering drugs do not cause addiction
to participate' in a
Look for us on campus on the following dates:
T F
8
Unlike other drugs, marQuana has no withdrawal side effects.
I

research study on
asthma at the Beth
Israel Hospital. If
interested please
call: 735-2676
_

III

Compiled by Brian Rosenberg

DO YO-E HAVE

L

IIDI

T

F

9.

Marooans smoke isImore arimfid to the lungs than cigarette
smoke.

T

F

T

F

10.
11.

Unlike crack, cocaine poses little risk of addiction.
More information on -these and other questions about alcohol
can be obtained at the GAMMA table in Lobby 10 today or at
the Student Health Resource center in W20-547.
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Infonnation Session
Tluesday, October 23, 1990
Buildm g 4, Room 153
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m Check with your Placement Office for further details.
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of yesterday waiting for the collapse of

communism in Asia. The clock in the time bomb
attached to North Korea's tired, wasted old government maybe slow, but it is still ticking. After .40
years of dictatorial rule by Kim 11 Sung, North
Korea stands as one of the last bastions of aggressive, militaristic communism on the planet. Now
with its communist neighbors China and the Soviet
Union economically broke and seeking better relations with the West, North Korea stands isolated.
But just when it looked like we could collectively
squash the North Korean government into oblivion,
Japan is moving in with hoards of capitalist cash- to
secure better relations with its old enemy.
With industrial production dropping by 3.3 percent a year, North Korea's economy is in worseshape than the Soviets'. With China and the USSR
no longer willing or able to supply North Korea

monetary compensation for Japan's domination of
North Korea during Worldd-NWar -11. While the pay,ment .of, such' reparations' seems,-reasonable,, such
reimbursement must not be handed over to the present government of the North.,
If Japan makes such payments, it would, in effect, 'declare that -North 'Korea's punishment for its

history, of waging war against'a mernber- of the

United Nations,,and, sponsoring terrorism, militarism, and other nastiness is the infusion of enough
cash into- the North's economy to keep it solvent for
years.
Japan has nothing to gain economically from better relations with North Korea; its' moves are political. The North shows no signs of -allowing Japanese
enterprises to open, in the North, and the North's
rigid, centrally planned economy shows no signls of
modernization or change'. With one of the world's
with raw materials, and Eastern Europe no longer largest and best -trained armies, the North is, however, a large enough threat to 'security in Asia for
forced to buy North Korean exports, the nation^'s
Japan to do anything it can to placate it. Japan's.
international trade is nearly dead. Lacking the hard
plan to aid North Korea is appeasement to a monthe
products,
other
and
grain
currency to by oil,
ster
that it fears, rather than-concern for the develNorth will have difficulty pulling through- the winter. Faced with mounting troubles, NorthKorea's opment of a fruitful friendship. If Japan pays
leaders are looking outward to find allies among North Korea's extortion fee, the world diplomatic
their old enemies - the South Koreans and the consensus' against wanton aggression will crack.
Japanese Prime, Minister Toshiki Kaifu, already takJapanese.
South Korea's recent restoration of diplomatic 'ing heat for dragging his heals in supporting the
ties with the North, however questionable, seemed multinational blockade of Iraq, cannot afford aninevitable. While the war between the nations may other political embarrassment.
Japan may be concernied that 'an isolated, weakhave never ended -Kim's government was recently
implicated in the assassination of a large part of the e'ning North Korea, like oil-dependent Iraq, may
Southern government's cabinet and the bombing of lash out against unfriendly neighibors. South Korea,
occupied by 45,000 American troops and enough
an airliner -the cultural ties between the inhabitnuclear -weapons to pulverize North Korea,, is -no
ants of the divided region seems to have survived.
Far more alarming than the South's moves for rec- Kuwait. Kim, especially aware that his old comimuonciliation has been Japan's recent resumption of nist allies would not come to his'aid, would. not at-:
tempt to wage war now.
diplomatic contacts with the North.
The Western nations, and forward-thinkingEastIn late September, an influential leader in Japan's
ruling Liberal -Democratic Party'visited Kim inl the ern European nleo-capitalists, should'join-it an e~conomic boycott of North Korea, in an effoii'_ fto-North's capital, Pyongyang, responding to Kim's
earlier indications that an accord between North squeeze Kim's government, and-his dangerously
large army, out of power.
Korea and Japan would -be possible. The meeting
With the fear of a"trade war between Japan and
ended with a speedy pseudo-treaty betw'een -the two
the United Stiiteg-~n`6wlelss~ened,,,apanese-Aimerican
-nations which stipulates that the Nbrith-,wvill-receive
relations may fAar6.,Aitef~r.'ru!Af6 next decade. than
they have at any time since ithe^ Vietnamn War. ArguMatthew H. Hersch, a freshman,- is an associate ments over Japan's foreign policy, unfortunately,
opinion editor of The Tech.
may spoil this new.-relationship'., - - i |
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Honor our teachers with 1991 class gift
I am writing this letter because

I have an idea for the Class of
1991 class gift and would like to
hear what some other students
think of the idea.
MIT is known as one of the
world's premier research institutions. Every year there are one or
two incidents that remind us how
much more MIT values a good
researcher than a good teacher.
The Institute does not do enough
to promote teaching or recognize
the teaching ability of its,
professors.
My idea for our class gift
would help remedy this. I would
like to see a fund established to
start the Class of 1991 Freshman
Teaching Award.
One way in which this award
could work would be to let MIT
handle the investing of the money
but with the following restric-

tions: Each year half of the interest earned would be reinvested in
the fund so that the'fund would
grow and the award would continue to be meaningful.
The other half of the interest
earned would be given to the professor who wins the award. Of
course, he should also get something else -perhaps a trophy in
the shape of Aladdin's lamp or a
beaver. There should also be a
permanent tribute-such as a large
plaque displaying the names of
all the winners.
The aw~ard should be limited to
the professors of Introduction
to Solid-State Chemistry (3.091),
Principles of Chemical Science
(S.1 l ), Physics l (8.01), Physics II
(8.02), and Calculus (18.01 and
18.02). These classes are the ones
whi ch most MIT students must
take.
The professors of these classes

are the ones whose teaching -ability matters to the most students.
Teaching ability is also more import-anlt to freshmen, who are
just getting acquainted -with the
In'stitute,.thaft to other' students;
Finally,. the most important
thing about this, award is that it
would be given by the students.
The freshmen should'be able to
vote to give it to whomever they
want. If four straight classes vote
to give the award to the ,same
professor, the fifth'should'not be
prevented from doing"the sam e.
I do not think that more.needs
e'to

be said about such an award. I

would like the officers--of " the
Class of 1991 to address the issue. Whatever they decide, it is
time that someone did more to
recognize teaching ability around
the Institute.
Lee Heavner '91
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Ignorance perpetuates "wall" separating "blacks"
Writes Rebecca Geisler '93 inher recent letter in The Tech
["Bllacks must be more integrated
into community," Oct. 12],
'there is a wall around the black
community which' is in some
cases impenetrable."
That's an interesting concept.
And since I am under. the assumption that there may be more
readers who know as little about
blacks as Geisler, 'I think that
some elaboration on that concept
is in order.
Whites and others from
around the country and around
the world come to MIT with all
their racial prejudices and misconceptions about blacks, a race
with which they''have no experience. They are all ignorant.
But it is not this ignorance
that bothers me. More than once
since I came to MIT have I calmly responded with Yies, we do
bathe regularly," or "Yes, my entire body is this color," or 'Yes,
we do comb our hair," or "No,
our hair does not need special

treatment to stand up like that."
I am quite willing to define some
term or demonstrate'some dance
to someone curious 'about my
culture. But that's not usually the
case.
Usually the whites who are
willing to accept blacks are only
willing to'do it when those blacks

meet their terms. Verbally they
say that blacks should- integrate
when what they really mean is
that blacks should assimilate. It's
-as though their attitude says,
"Hey, let's put all these- racial differences'aside. Be as white as me,
and everything will be 'okay."
But I'm not white; I'm black. I
like it, and I'm proud of it. And
until whites and others are willing to accept the fact, there will
be racial tension in our society.
It's like the, melting pot analogy proposed by a' friend of" nmne
in the -freshnian class'. He- says
that perhaps America, often referred to as- the "Great Melting
Pot," is striving towards the
wrong goal.

A melting pot is a place in
which several different things become part of one homogeneous
mixture, leaving the original ingredients unrecognizable. He says
that maybe we should maintain
our identities while complementing and improving on each other.
So to Geisler and all the others
who think like her, please stop
criticizing us and start doing your
part. If you are interested in
black students here, go out and
start meeting them. It may not be
as easy as meeting a Chinese or
Korean or white person because
there are only 200 of us here on
the undergraduate level, but we
are here nonetheless.
Please do not tell me that the
wall between us is impenetrable
until you have tried to break
through it. And please do not
criticize me for not trying to
climb a wall which you may have
helped build.
Albert W. Morton '92

I
I

Last week a letter by Rebecca
Geisler '93 appeared in The Tech
["Blacks must be more integrated
into community," Oct. 12], voicing her concern about how
"blacks" at MIT interact with the
white community. As 'two international students who are not
white, we were disturbed by certain generalizations and-assumptions she made.
First, Geisler says that at MIT
"there is a wall around the black
community, which is in some
.cases impenetrable." But Geisler
does not tell us exactly who or
what this "black community" is.
-If Geisler has not noticed, international'students form to percent
of the undergraduate population
at MIT, and not all of these students are white.
There are African and Caribbean students here, who Geisler
may also consider "4black." As a
Jamaican and as a Gambians, we
wondered if we were'the ones,
who walk around MIT with a
social "wall" surrounding 'ourselves. We don't think we do, nor
do we think we belong to any
group that does.
In fact, we come from countries where one's integrity is measured largely by one's hospitality
,and generosity towards others.
We keep our homes open and will
willingly offer' food and drink to
the unexpected guest. The many North Amerdcans
who visit our countries; each year
to enjoy the warmtho !our climate and of our, ppople gan attest
to this so'ciability. Consequently,
to imply that we are ,anti-social,
that we are apprehensive about

meeting "whites," unfairly represents the way we were brought up
and is to a degree insulting.
Nonetheless, Geisler appears to
have written the letter with apparent good intentions, speaking
for those that genuinely want
to integrate themselves with the
"black community."
But the mete use of the term
"black community," an oversimplified expression that suggests an inability to view the
group as a culturally varied one,
already says a lot about how separately she perceives herself in
relation to these people.
How does Geisler expect to
meet people and to have them
feel comfortable around her if
from the outset she is manifestly
preoccupied with differences, like
color, rather than similarities,
and if she sees the person not as
an individual, but someone belonging to some over-generalized
group, separate from her own?
Geisler implies that M~IT is in
general an integrated place, that
a reluctance to integrate is a
problem peculiar only to a certain "black community."
W~e ask Geiser to look around.
Look at the 33 different living
groups scattered throughout
Cambridge and Boston, some of
which have erected their,-own
walls around themselves. Look at
how the freshman housing proposal was rejected overwhelmingly last year, and at the separatist
nature of rush, and ask yourself
just how integrated We^,rqally are.
Colin McGregor '92
Yusupha Jow '92
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OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES
ON ANY
PAIR OF SKATES IN STOCK!
With this ad. One coupon
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WELCOME PARENTS
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Sunday, October 21 -^ 10:00 arm. Mass will be in the
Sala de Puerto Rico. Reception follows after Mass.

Potluck Dinner

PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST
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Ashdown House, Hulsizer Room.
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After Mass on Saturday, October 27 -- Ashdown House
Prizes will be awardedl'
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For more information, call 253-2981
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Join Ford's Alternative Fuels expert, Dr. Roberta Nichols, for an infonnative presentation on advances being made in flexible fuel vehicles.
Dr. Nichols has provided leadership in design anddevelopmentof alternative fueled engines andvehidlesforFordsince 1979..Under herdirection, a fleet f
Of demonstration vehicles was built to operate on propane, compressed natural gas, liquefied natural gas and -methanol Since'1982, she hasibeenikey.inthe development of flexible fuel vehicles. Currently, Dr. Nichols is Manager, Alternative Fuels Depaitmen ,Environm ental and Wfe Engineengiwtaff;
Ford Motor Company.
You can see the result of Dr. Nichols' work outside the Student Center Building, October 22 and 23 it the F6oidFlxiibleFuel Vehicle Diisplay.
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You are invited to attend informal presentations with Ford engineering
managers, recruiters, and recent M.I.T. graduates. This isyour opportunity
to learn about exciting advancements being made in automotive
engineering, and career opportunities that are currently available with
some of Ford's most innovative divisions.
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M.I.T. students are invited to attend a-reception hosted by Ford Motor
Company. Enjoy food, refreshments, and the opportunity to speak one-on.
one with Ford engineering managers and recruiters. Discover what the
future holds for you at Ford.
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WITH FORD
On-Campus nltemews * Otober 24 and 2S 1990 0 Carew PiAnng

and Pleaement Center

Meet with representatives from Ford Motor Company to interview with managers from the following areas:
e Plastic and Trim Products Division
0 Car Product Development
e Powertrain Planning and Engineering
* Electrical and Fuel Handling Division
e Electronics Division
* Product and Manufacturing Engineering Staff
e Engine Division
° Transmission and Chassis Division
Ifyou are an engineenng student interested .iany of the Ford Diisions, sign up today ftoryour interview at the Career Planning and Placement Center. We
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LTA is a new company doing training, course development, consulting, and software development with
the X Window System and OSF/Motif.

.
Healthy· Choices

We are looking for people who are bright,
enthusiastic about X and Motif, and flexible enough
to move rapidly amongst a wide variety of assignments. You should be familiar with C and UNIX, but
you don't have to know X and Motif to apply - if
you are right for us we will happily train you.

Living.
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. Healthy Relationships
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MUf Medical Department
Student Health Resource Center, W20-547

LTA is located in Kendall Square. We offer competitive salaries, health benefits, an extremely generous
vacation policy and, most important, the chance to
have a real impact on a company's growth.

If this sounds appealing, send your resume, salary
history, and favorite two lines of C code to:
Lewis, Trachtenberg & Associates
One Kendall Square

-Healthy

Healthy Eating

I
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Informiation avallabk on a variet of student health issues

°

A health educatori i
l
to speakto stdetsbetween-9
apm - ",p on a drop-in basis or by appointment

I

Cambridge, MA 02139

For more infornationr MUl 253 1316
F

LTA likes smart people regardless of body color,
height, sex and sexual orientation, etc.
r.

N~o phone calls, pleaser It disturbs the fish.
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CASSETTES

PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS NOW
BEFORE ANOTHER FARE INCREASE
I
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IF YOU'RE TRAVELING ON ANY
OF THESE AIRLINES . *
American, United, Continentals Pan
Am, Delta, TWA, Northwest USAir,
Eastern, British Airg Qantas, Air
Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swiss Air,
Air India, El Al, Icelandair5 Alitalia,
Aer Lingus, Viasa, or even shuttle
flights'.
AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIRPOlRT,
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS AND
PICK UP YOUR TICKETS AT
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The Travelers invites seniors looking for a fast-track career in-Information Systems to a presenta-

tion on ACCENT, our accelerated management development program for future IS leaders.
A program with significant rotational assignments designed to develop business, managerial and
technical skills, ACCENT offers highly motivated graduates the opportunity for rapid advancement in one
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of America's most advanced IS environments. ACCENT membe-rs gain excellent exposure to senior managers throughout the company and are given substantial input in-to their career growth and direction.
Find out-more about the possibilities of a brilliant future with The Travelers. ACCENT recruiters
are coming to your campus to present our program and answer your questions.
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You're about to receive a technical degree from MIT, one of the world's most
renow ned educational institutions. (Congratulations!
At Intel, we're carrying our legacy of technological innovation on into the
'90s and beyond -with a variety of development programs in advanced tech-

T' 'day

nologies, systems
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and components.

The type of projects that transform

world-

class degrees into world-class careers!
To learn more about our challenging opportunities, unique benefits and
desirable locations, you are invited to attend the Intel Presentation/Reception
scheduled:

,o

_.

Tuesday, October 23.
5:00~pm . 7: Opm
-Building 8-405

-- Thursdays, October 25,1 990
.,

Campus interviews will be conducted in the Career Placement Center on
October 24 and 25 for BS/MS EEL CS (Courses 6.1, 63 and BS/MS Material

Science, Solid State Physics (Courses 3.0, 8.0).
If you can't meet with us on campus, send your resume to: Intel College
Recruiting, 5000 W. Chandler Blvd., Chandler, AZ 85226. Intel Corporation isan equal opportunity employer and fully supports affirmative action
practices. Inltel also.supports a drug-firee workplace and requires that all offerss of
employment be contingent on satisfactory pre-employment drug test results.

Intel. A Great Place To Work.
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WIN, Learn & Save At The Coop's
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&
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$24.99

5|!5ALL NEW!
$299.99
SharptD Wizard Organlizer.
Come in and see this fantastic new Wizard
Organizer from Sharp. It comes with 64 KB
memory and 12 built-in functions. Model
#OZ-8000. Reg. $329.99 SAVE $30

CASIO

Hewlett Packard Bulsiness Calculator.
It has over 100 builtin functions, 12 c'haracter display, and
.
more. Model #HP-1103
S5

AIWAO
AM/EM Stereo

Cassette
Recorder.
Record music,

Oct. 25, Murata, Hewlett Packard, Vector Research & Sony, 4PM-7PM
Oct. 26, Casio, Code-A-Phone, Ricoh & JVC, 2PM-5PM

lectures

Oct. 27, Sony, Nikon, Guardian Photo & Seiko, 1OAM-2PM
Octal 27, Hewlett Packard, Sony & Ricoh, 2PM-5PM

Or even

yourself. Comes
with DolbyE B
sound system.
Model #HS-J370.
Reg. $119.99

MIT Coop At Kendall

-Register

Also available: HP-20S Scientific Calculator.
FREE BACKPACKI Get a roomy backpack free
with the purchase of any HP calculator. While
supplies last.

-----

.

SAVE $20

Oct. 22, Code-A-Phone, Sharp, Olymnpus, Guardian & JVC, Noon-3PM
Oct. 23, Canon Cameras, Aiwa, Panasonic, Canon Copiers, Noon-3PM
Oct. 24, Texas Instruments, Sharp, Nikon, Noon-3PM
Oct. 25, Murata, Hbwlett Packard, Sony & Ricoh, 1PM-4PM
Oct. 25, Casio, 4PM-7PM
Oct. 26, Psioni Vector Research, Sony & Kodalux, Noon-3PM
Oct. 27, Hewlett Packard, -1OAM-2PM
Oct. 27, Seiko, 2PM-5PM

QOHEWLETT
whew PACKARDl

Reg. $39.99 SAVE

R eg.
299SAE $5

$99.99

Oct. 25, Psion, Sharp & A&E Markfeting, 1PM-4PM

B.O.S.S. Organizer.
Features raised keyboard
,and expandable
memory/functions .
Model #SF-9500.
Reg. $319.99
SAVE S30

$34.9

IIw

Oct. 22, Cano-n, Panasonic & Kodalux, 2PM-5PM
Oct. 23, Texas Instruments, Sony, Olympus, Sharp 8 Brother, 2PM5PM
Oct. 24, Aiwa, Canon & Smnith Corona, 2PM-5PM

$2189.99
Casion

d85na

Meet The People Behind The Products!
The Coop "sSchedule Of Events
Harvard Square

SHAR

SharpO
AM/FMI Stereo Cassette Walkabout.
Listen to your favorite tapes where
ever you go. Comes with lightweight
headphones. Model #JC-140.

I

To W I N A Honda Elite Scooter.

No purchase necessary. Register at any Coop store. Drawing will
be held Oct. 31, 1990. You do not have to be present to win.
L
~~~~Winner must be a licensed driver.

$8.88

Scotch 3-Pack Of Videotaper

Pack includes two T-1 20 EG tape's and one
T-1 20 EG+ high grade tape.. Reg. $11.99
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Interview
By Prabhat Mehta
The man who walked out of his 3-208
office to greet me at IO.-IO am Mond~ay was
quite different from what I had expected.
Countering the reserved, quiet, almost shy
demeanor presented in the numerous publicity photos circulating around The Tech
office, this man delivered a hearty, lowpitched greeting betraying his Appalachian
and Midwestern roots.
He sits back, not behind his enormous
desk, but at a chair on the other side ofr
the offlcee. He is at ease, even though he isthe first "outsider" to occupy his current
position since Karl Taylor Compton. He is
Charles M. Vest, 15th president of the Institute.
I spoke with him only a couple hours after he took his new post, but already, he
noted, he had been victimized by a hack..
"I almost couldn't find my way to work, "
he told me, referring to the wall-sized bulletin board covering his office door that
morning.
"My first major policy is that we're going to keep that," he said later that day.
"The first time issues get hot on campus,
we'll pull it out. "
Q: You haven't been here too long.
A: That's right. ... Well, it's been two
hours.
Q: I suppose you're still trying to get acquainted with MITE Have you formed an
opinion on what you think is good about
MIT -what you think we should continue doing -and what you think could be
changed?
I
A: Well, let me try to make a few observations given the fact that I've only really
been on the job for two hours and do not
have a very specific agenda set forth. I
think the best way to begin answering that
is to tell you a little bit about how I spent
the last two months since I've known Iwas going to be coming here.
I have tried to spend about three days a
week up here most weeks; sometimes it's
been four. During that time I have met
with a very large number of faculty, a few
students, but primarily faculty and administrators -I think somewhere over 110,,
individually - for about an hour at a
time, largely in a passive mode, asking
them what they see as the key issues here
at the Institute and what things they believe I'm going to need to learn about and
understand and worry about as we get
started this fall. I've kind of taken that
down and begun working that into a full
and lengthy outline of what the issues are,
from the very specific things to the broader ones. But there are a few themes that
have really come through in all of those
discussions.

First, virtually every faculty member I
talked to within the first five or 10 minutes got around to talking about undergraduate education. It has given me a
*sensethat the faculty do, within this great
research university context, believe that
education is the primary reason they're
here. I know that students everywhere always believe that teaching and undergraduate education are downplayed. But I really think it is at the core of the Institute,
and I hope to keep that and amplify it as
well.
The second thing is a sense of uniqueness at MIT -particularly in the extent to

· rsl

Institute

areas of endeavor that we need to be looking at. That really is for the MIT community to define, but I want to work- with the
university over the coming years to begin
some global planning and thinking about
the future.
A few things come immediately to
mind. One is that somehow -despite the
stringent budgets that all universities are
going to be facing in the next few
years somehow we have to be sure that we maintain the flexibility to let MIT faculty and
students do the really creative and innovative and unusual things that they have always done. That's how you become a leader. You don't just say, what are the big
trends? And let's move with the trends.
But you ask how do you do these things?
How do you start a Media Laboratory, for
example? Or, going back several years,
what brought about the really innovative
work that went on with radar and microwave systems and so forth? Somehow we
have to be able to maintain our ability to
do new things.
I think also another obvious trend in
both education and research is going to be
grappling with how we work with problem
areas that cut across so many different
boundaries. A rather obvious example is
global and environmental change. It is a
problem which involves physical science,
technology, politics, social science and internationalizationi. How do work together
across boundaries to grapple with problems like that?
Other obvious examples include how to
use the world's energy resources more
wisely. and efficiently and effectively;
thinking about the ramifications of the
rapid advances in biotechnology, that have
not only a scientific basis but ethical and
policy questions associated with them. I
think MIT is very well situated to deal
with issues like this and that is an area
that has tremendous appeal to me, and I
hope it does to our faculty as well.
I thinky all of us also have to become
concerned with the problems associated
with our nation's educational system. As
thoughtful citizens, we must see it as one
of the most daunting challenges in front of
us- right now. It'enicomp'ass'es thie -entire
spectrum of education, and in many ways
the problems in the K-12 system are even
more troublesome than those that are facing higher education. There has been a lot
of interest and enthusiasm expressed by
the faculty I have talked to around the Institute for finding appropriate ways for
MIT to help with some portion of that
problem, whether it is defining what science curricula should look like today, or
finding new ways of using technology to
improve and assist education. As I looked
around the Institute there were 50 programs of onle sort or another going on already, including individual faculty involvement with secondary schools. That is
encouraging. But I think all of have to be
worried about our educational system.
Another area that weighs quite heavily
on my own mind is the whole area of the
diversity at the Institute. I think -that, particularly given the large emphasis on1 technology and science here, the amount of diversity that has been created in a fairly
short space of time in the undergraduate
student population is something we really
shlould be proud of. On a relative basis, it

is much better than most other first-rate
institutions and certainly those' emphasizing science and engineering.
But I think we are going to have to
work a lot harder on the faculty and staff
pre sent and the future. f you_ lo-o-k- a-t- t~he levels over the coming years because ulticlassical university structure of a school mately I think making progress in that
that is more dominated by the liberal arts, area- changing the face of the profesyou notice that people spend a lot of more soriat, so to speak -is a major part of
timne thinking about and learning about meeting the challenge of educating more
the past, which is very important. But the minority students. So that's something
way in which MIT engages with private in- that I hope I can help bring to the top oft
dustry and government is quite unique. It peoples' agendas over the next several
gives us a real presence in the way the -years.
We must keep up our efforts, particularworld operates. This tremendous creative
energy we have, looking forward to the fu- ly at the graduate level, to attract more
ture -it is the second thing that falls out women and underrepresented minorities
because MIT is a great supplier of faculty
of almost all of these discussions.
The third thing I've nloticed, and this for other universities around the world,
may sound a little altruistic, is that there is and I think we can help the long-term
a real sense of service to the world at the problem in that way, but I'm also hoping,
Institute that you don't find on many cam- that in the short term we can make more
puses. I think MIT really does believe it progress in our own faculty.
So those are a few things that I have on
plays a leadership role in the United States
and in the world at large. It certainly has, my mind.
at least since the Second World War, and I
Q: It's interesting to talk about changthink that we ought to continue to build ing the face of the professoriat. That's a
on that.
big problem nationwide, obviously, and
So when you put all of these things to- you just made an interesting point -that
gether, I think the issue is what are new MdIT is as a supplier of faculty, and so we

I

forwardi'n·re

have what may be-considered a double effect with regards to attracting more womten and underrepresentedm inorities As we
make progress in improving diversity-for
our own campus, we do so for those colleges and universities which hire facultyfrom MIT as well.
Obviously -enrichingthe MIT com'munity is not easy to'do because it involves, as
you pointed out, reforming our educational system K-12, as well as at the university
level. But have you thought of any specific,
ways that MLIT could change its posture tohelp attract more women-and underrepresented minorities, for both the student
body and the faculty?
A: Well, I think that the question is.
much easier to answer at the student level.
That's why we've made fairly strong progress there. I think there. is no substitute
for having an involvement with young minority people and young women in junior
high school, particularly in junior high
school, and perhaps into high school.
Some of that we may do directly from the
Institute, with students, faculty, and so
forth, helping out. It may also mean getting professional organizations more
heavily involved.
The number one thing you have to do is
get to the young people and build their enthusiasm for science and education in general, as opposed to just publicizing MIT. I
think we must begin with building enthusiasm for mathematics and science and
those other fundamentals they must have.
I thinkc there are good opportunities to
take those young people and work together with the -private sector to get them intern-like jobs in the summer to see a little
bit about what goes on in a real company
in engineering. We just -need to do all
those "inspirational" kind of things.
Improving diversity in the faculty is
much more difficult -because -the -current
production of minority PhDs, particularly
in science and enlgineerinlg, is so small. I
saw a,stunnling way of stating this not long
ago, and my numbers may not be exactly
right, but they're~clos~e. If-you took the
number of Africanl-AmericanPhDs graduating, annually in engineering right- now,
assume that the same percelftge-i>of those
people went into teachings -that typically
goes into teaching among all P'hDs in engineering fields, and spread them, uniformly
across all of the US engineering schools,
you would be able to hire an AfricanAmerican' faculty member once-ev~ery;1 19
years. That's the magnitude pf thse; problem we are facing. Looking at women, it's
every five or.sixc years, I believe. So that's
why I think that a large part -of what we
do has to-be concentrating together with'
other major universities on attracting
those students who now are beginning to
come in somewhat more representative
numbers in the undergraduate population-,
and really encourage them to work in advanced research and teaching careers.
In terms of -building our own faculty,
given that environment, I think that the
number one thing that I call do is really
just continue to let people know how important I believe this is, and keep it on all
of our. consciousnlesses collectively and just
get people to bring that in as major factor
as they think about individual hiri ng decisions. There's no magic solution. I think
we just bave to move it up on all of our
agendas.
Q: We've talked both about issues specific to MIT and about larger issues in
which MIT can play a role asfir aspolicy
goes. There has been a debate emerging
recently about what the-national role of a
university is
what obfigations it has to
serve the national interest. An -article
which ran in The Wall Street Journal-afew
months back claimed there was '<Rising
Nationalism at MIT:"
You can'look at MIT strictly as an educational instfkution, or as an institution
that has a larger role to play in its society.
Obviously MIT --must play some sort of'
larger role given its-position as a leader in
science and engineering. How do you view
our national role as changing within the
next 10 years, -specifically with regards to
issues like internationaltrade and national
productivity and prosperity?
A: When I referred earlier to the fact
that at MIT much more than most universities is going to be engaged in real time
with the world around it, that is very
much what I had in'the back of my mind.
I1think that MIT does have and should
continue -to have a role as leader in the
United States, -and really in the entire international community.
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-I am. disturbed about the extent of
techsno-fiationalism that is beginning to develop around the country. Unfortunately it,
is likely to b'ecome even more of a factor if
the economy continues to move more
deeply into a real recession -I hope it
doesn't happen, but it certainly is a clear
and present -danger, for all of us.
But I still think that inl the long-run that
the cosmopolitan nature of American universities, and certainly at. a place- like MIT
is very important. I think that the dividing
lines between national interests and global
interests are going to get fuzzier and fuzzier over the decade ahead. We have to contend with Europe, we have to contend with
the Pacific Rim, and I think that it is not
appropriate to view that simply as a horse
race. I think the world is interconnected
now in ways that it has not been -in the
past, and those interconnections are going
to be even greater in the future.
So yes, -we simply need to, pay a lot of
attention jo American -productivity and I
think we've begun to absorb ~areal leadership goal there, for example'through the
groups that led to Made in America and
The Machine That Charaged the World,
The latter, which has just been published,
while I have read only excerpts, clearly
helps analyze the changes in format's of
manufacturing 'technologies from craftsmanship to -mass production and now- to
lean' production. These are lessons that
we're learning back. and- forth across the
world. We've' le'arnfed- a lot,.about management and, -increasingly, -technology from
other countries, and we've served as a
wellspring, as well. So I hope that -we will
be able to maintain a fairly internationalist
view because I believe that in the long run
that best serves the.nation.
Q: You talked about techno-nationalism'.. I imagine you were also partly referring to problems MIT htas had with its In.dustrialLiaison Program-controversies
regarding foreign-access to technologies
developed at MIT. Do.yo see techno-nationalism as a force countering efforts at
universities in the next Jo years?
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'five-year degree are; what the job market
is; how it would be viewed by the private
sector. It. -is not obvious to me that we
would want to just switch to -a five-year
curriculum. The whole system of univ~ersity 'education, trainling; experience, and
work a nd how it's financed has to be
looked at as a whole.
But do think that it is time for the curriculum in engineering here and elsewhere
to begin changing. to reflect some of the
realities of -the world -the increasing in-ternationlal- nature of all that we do, the interdependence -of technology with society
at large. We need to do an increasingly
better job of teaching- studernts how to participate-well in. team approaches to prob-lem- solving and -design, while not giving
up an inch of what America has always
been really great at, which is individual innovation and initiative. All these things
have to be balanced. My guess is that out
of this thing will eventually come a subset
of students who may have a fi~ve-year option of some sort to look at.
If you stop to look at it, there really is a
lot that could be done within the context
of a four-year bachelor's degree anad a traditional na'sterys degree. J suspect 'that
whatever emerges, if it is a five-year plan,
it is going to include some degree that is a
non-bachelor's degre. And it will probably start -as,an experiment, and go from
there. But again, I would want to emphasize that that's not something the president
decides -that's a faculty decision -and
the key thing is to keep the faculty engaged in serious debate and consideration.
of what is needed ins an engineering curriculum'.
Q: One of the things Dr. Gray stressed
was heavilg our engineers understand the
more humanitarian-aspects, or social,con-.
sequences,-of theirs engineering. By -doinfgi
so, -he'd hoped the engineer would more
forcefully take on leadership roles in sci-

ence and engineering policy. Partly the efforts -of undergraduate education reform
aimed at facilitating that. Do you see any
areas in education which need further

reform?

:

*-Al I-believe-,that engineers hiust-understand more about, the societal- -conltext in
which they practice their profession. I personally believe that not just at MIT, but in
general, that -the.undergraduate- curriculum needs to be broadened a little bit. I
-think we need to work with our colleagues
in -humanities and social sciences to better
A: Techno-nationalism. will,be a forceful define what we mean by that. I would like
pressure - there is no question - about students toahave the opportunity to think
that. And I think-we want to maintain a much more deeply about the context in
healthy balance of US involvement; that is which technology is applied. I think that
I certainly hope that most of our programs as we look at the environmnental and enlercontinue to be dominated by US corpora;- gy challenges that -are facing us, it's obvitions because I hope US corporations will ous we need to do that. Whether one apvalue- what we do here and. value that- in- proaches -that in sort of a massive way, by
saying that everybody must spend more
terehange.
But as I stated earlier, I also would nlot and more time on those aspects of -educawant to see us beginning to throttle -back tion, or whether thi's becomes a branching
on the amount of interaction we have with out in education, I1 don't know. I think
other countries. I hope that we will contin-- that's open for debate.
We must recognize that MIT will always
.ue to broaden. In particular, I would like
attract
some of the brightest students in
to see Europe become a stronger compothe
world,
and -we want to make sure that
nenlt of our interactions. I think what we
they
are
able
to understand not only teamneed to do is to place as much emphasis as
manufacturing, social
work,
production,
we can on the quality of access to -information and making sure that -relationships content, but also the other side of the
are really two-may flows, because we have spectrum -that the science base of engithings to gain from these other -countries neering is chang-ing. There is more and
more to learn here; I think we have still
as well.
just scratched the surface of computer and
Q: Getting back to educational issues
.. I've noticed we've discussed the information technology as it applies to the
broaderproblems afflicting our education- practice on engineering. Advances in biolal system on a national level. Have you ogy will have widespread effects on all argiven any thought to some of the specific eas of engineering that we really haven't
.educationalconcerns at MIT? One very in- begun to understand yet. There is an increasing feedback into engineering from
teresting proposal is that engineers be re- ~the
social sciences that used to always go
quired to study for five years. What is
the
other way. Now it's coming into engiyour opinion of lengthening the engineer's
neering.
term?
All of these things have to happen siA: I think that the answer to that quesand I think the core of the
multaneously,
tion really needs to be -focused riot on
debate is whether you try to force an un"Should we have a -five year degree, or
not?' but "What is it we want to accom- derstanlding of all these aspects into a
plish in engineering education?' What cre- four- or five-year curriculum.
Q: Getting to a different Lsue now that
ates what I like to think of as -a robust
you
might have to deal with in a couple of
education for the 'future -one that can
days
at thae faculty meeting. One of the
move -and change as the world changes so
biggest
controversies on campus last spring
rapidly? It is clear that you could do a betinvolved
the Reserve Offlcers' Training
ter job of providing all the information
Corps. What do you think about ROTC's
and learning skills that people need if you
required five years, six years, or seven policy of excluding gay men and lesbians,
and how do you think MIT should reyears; one could- learn forever.
I think that MIT again has played a spond to it?
A: There are some things that make me
leadership role in beginning to study and
optimistic,
and some things that make me
address this question. There are major isFirst of all, let me just be un-'
pessimistic.
sues about what the content of the, curriculum should be; what the economics of a equivocal: I support a broad participation
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of gay males and lesbians in our society. I
am 100-percent behind the Institute's nondiscriminatory policy, and I feel there is an
absolute incongruence between our policy
and those of the Department of Defense.
What gives me optimism is that as I talk
to people, I sense that there is as near unanimity on this topic as one could ever hope
to find on any topic on a university canm--.
pus. I think that students, faculty -H'almost across the board- believe that wve
need to work toward resolving that prob-lems and not having repeats of the incid'en't
that happened-to.[Robert L. Betticker '901
last spring.
The pessimism is that the wheels of a
large bureaucracy such as the Department
of - Defense turn very slowly'on socialbased issues. And quite frankly, as I've
talkied to people around the country, I've
come to believe that we can't expect a lot
of support from the Congress, or really
from the population as a whole. I thinkc
we must, recognize that this is an issue
which will take time to resolve. But nonetheless, we should not let up our efforts to
try to bring it to a resolution.
I think we have to approach this by
building a coalition around the country,
and whether we like it or not, we've got to
recognize that the only real solution to the
problem is in Washington. So we've got to
focus our collective efforts on that; recognize that it is not likely to be changed
overnight, but frankly I believe that it's inevitable that eventually it will be changed,
and I think that we just need to do our
part to try to speed up the time scale.
Q: What do you think of the efforts of
some faculty members to put a dleadline
on MIT's commitment to the ROTC program if the DODfails to change its policy
in the nearfuture?
A: Well, this is an area that the faculty
i. g'oing to have to debate and decide on,
anid I think it's inappropriate for me to
make a specific statement right now. I
look forward to the debate at Wednesday's
faculty meeting and hope that something
that is pragmatic and has a chance of ultimately- being~effective will come out of
,that discussio'ns I halve complete faith. that
it will.
Q: Another issue from -last spring was
the Coalition Against Apartheid's divestment protests. Divestment aside, many
community members were concerned
.about how the students were treated during thae demonstrations. Thirty-two stu-
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globally
future and doing what's needed for progress in South Africa.
I also understand that we have had or
have some educational interaction with
people of color from South Africa. I'd
like to learn more about that and see if
that is something that can be maintained
and possibly strengthened as a way of do-ing something positive and meaningful.
Q: Tuition increases have consistently

:been outpacing the inflation rate in recent

years, and it seems as if there hasn't been
any real attempt to address the problem of
how we're going to bring tuition under
control. The University of Michigan being
a public school, you probably haven't had
to deal with this issue very much. But do
you have any thoughts on the problem?
A: I'm very concerned about this general trend. What is happening is that we are
expecting of ourselves, and society around
us is expecting universities to do more and
more and more, and there are no ~resourees in the long run to take care of
these increased responsibilities. Every day
across any university administrator's desk
come requests for perfectly good things to
make us better employers; to provide better facilities for teaching; to keep competitive with salary pressures and faculty; and
so forth and so-on; but no new resources.
So that is the real problem.
As the costs are rising faster than revenues, something has to be done to bring
them in balance, other than simply to increase the revenue through tuition. Now
MIT has taken a very bold step to begin to
deal with this problem through the Campaign for the Future. Ultimately, the success of the campaign will have to be a very
major part of our coming to grips with
this. Although we do a much better than
most schools right now, I think we have to
continually monitor our own operations to
be sure we are focusing appropriately on
the fundamental mission of the Institute
and not carrying a lot of costs that are not
needed to accomplish that.
I think all of these things are going to
have to be done: careful monitoring and
continuing attention to the administration
of the budget and costs within the Institute; heightened 'efforts to raise more private resources; renewed focus on our primary mission as much as possible. But
we're in a terribly competitive world and
the pressures aren't going to go away. At
the same time, I certainly agree with the
premise that tuition cannot grow in an undents, were arrested on a single day last controlled manner. The balance that I
spring. Jennifer Huang '90 was recently really worry--about is the balance between
convicedet of assaultfor a crime she alleg- tuition level and our ability to provide apedly committed during the protests. I propriate financial aid. If that begins to
don't know if you read a lot about what get out of kilter then we will have probhappened, 'or talked to people about the lems of the first magnitude.
protests. -But how do think MIT should
Qua Speaking of resources, MIT lost alot
deal with its students in such cir- of resources when the new magnet lab
cumstances?
went to Florida. Dr. Gray and others have
Al This is a university campus, and we been very outspoken about this controvershould thrive on forthright statements of sy. Do you have anay opinions on the
views and on major issues, we're going to matter?
have dissent and freedom of speech and
A: I'm not sure we have enough time to
expression around here -it's a great part go into that. I'm very disconcerted by the
of the tradition of this and any other first- nature of that decision, not only for the
riate university.
Francis Bitter Lab, but in general. It is
At the same time, of course, there do clear that the peer evaluations of the two
have to be some reasonable standards of proposals did not end up being the domiconduct on the part of every member of nant force in that decision, and that does
the community so that what we do and say not bode well for American science and
and how we act don't infringe on the tec-hnology.t Thisc iCan issell that I have folrights of others. It's my understanding and lowed very closely, and I look forward to
experience that unless one can arrive at a working with the new director of National
truly broad consensus around the campus Science Foundation and others to try to
of what those limits of conducts are and make sure that in the future, decisions are
how they will judged and dealt with, we made on a more rational basis. In the
will just have onle occurrence after another mean time, of course, we will all be rolling
of problems that we won't know how to up our sleeves to do all we can to maintain
handle. So I'm very much in hopes that the excellence of the Francis Bitter Lab.
the committee on demonstrations that Dr.
Q. You're probably going to give yourGray has begun putting together will come self more time to -get comfortable with the
back with a set of recommendations that Institute. What sorts of things are you
as a community we can live with.
planning to do in the neti couple of
Otherwise, what happens is you get months?
forced into positions where I or others
A: This is sort of the next phase; I've
have to make ad hoc decisions, and that's already described what I did over the sumnot the way for the community to Ibest mer. To an extent one just jumps into the
thrive.
job at this point, and the next phase of my
Q: What is your opinion on the divest- learning about the Institute will be total
ment issue?
immersion.
A: The issue in my view is not as simple
To answer your question, I do plan to
as whether to divest or not. It is really an go out of my way during this year to be at
issue of shareholder responsibility. I be- various events and meet people, and I'm
lieve MIT's is a position that has been going to do that to a greater extent than I
thoughtfully taken and that the moral and might normally; so that's going to be an
ethical issues have been thought through, informal component. I'm going to make
but it's an issue that I think will continue sure I have the chance to interact very into be discussed and monitored within the formally with student groups and go to
Corporation, and I look forward very dinners and dormitories and things like
much to taking part in that now and in the that.
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Henry L JuneposesparadoxoJ innocence 'an,.dsexua.,it

f-

about the author, Henry- MNille'r ,And his
wite'Junle; it is about how,.Anais.-Nin-perceived,,Henlry and"Jufie,howz,she' lo~d and
sexually yearned, for-'thema,ind -how'-she
viewed herslf- in- relitio-n,''to'botfi of 'threm.
It is indeediarefiiftio~n ofAnais'_ tribute~to'

HENRY & JUNE
Directedby Philip.Kaufman.
StarringMaria de Medeiros, Fred Ward,
Uma Thurman, and Richard E. Grant.
A t the Cheri and HarvardSquare.

them.'

By JOANNA STONE
FEEL
INNOCENT,"
pronounlces the protagonist,
Anais, time and again during
the course of Henry and
June. Indeed, in perhaps the most controversially erotic film of the decade, we find
a protagonist who personifies innocence.
However, this samne protagonist is the incarnation of female sexuality. And here is
where the paradox arises.
Lying naked next to her husband's best
friend, fantasizing about her lover's wife,
Anais maintains, even intensifies, her own
innocence. For it is not her acts which dictate her state of innocence, it is instead her
self-perception. Never during the course of
Henry and June do we forget that we are
seeing the decadent European society of
the early 1930s -around which the film is
centered -through the eyes of Anais.
Henry & June is based on the unexpurgated diaries of Anais Nin. Thus, the
world we see in this film is the world as
described by the diary entries of a young
woman. The film skillfully maintains a
dliary-like quality to it, not only through
constant reference to the diaries of Anais,
but also through an unreal-world quality
Ct
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Siminiar'.to-,his wo4rk, witk'Kundera-s'sthe
ne(4 Sof,*iezn,, director'
Phillip Koufiande a'-.
-super-Jbo-tk
ing a written work-,of artotnd transformi ing
it to the scre'en.- Througli-'such a tranfisfr'mation, he-does not Jose any of tl~'i- Vsr's
original - oiii, of view or' origiinal "naive
~beauty.Equal in greatness to, th-e-film's achievement, of -the visualizations of tle written records of one wom an's sexual awakenin'gi is
the exceptional performance, by UmaThurmian -as Henry Miller's wife? June. So
rare is it in today's cinemna to witness a
performance, which- lacks flaw.. Yet, Thiurman manages to produce-: just, such .flawless work. Shoe is completely- believable,,as
the promiscuous, --1ower-class "girl- freom
Brooklyn (quite a changelrom, her-uoperclass, 18th century virgin role in Danger-.
ous Liaisons).Jf it is Medeiros- who, holds
the audience, it is Thurman who steals the
-.
.]
show.
The amount,-of quality and talent -dis-~
played in this Ilm Js far too 'e-xp'asiv'e to
list. All that can succinctly be~said is that,
like Kaufman's earlier work, (The--Vnbearable Lightness of Being), Henry-& June is

4
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heightened through all mediums of the Indeed, the quality of the photography apfilm. Indeed, the dialogue uttered can be pears picturesque throughout.' Even the
thought of as that of writers -overly elo- film's finale has a fairy-tale quality to it quent, lacking spontaneity. And the events not until the end do we first become cogthat occur throughout the film lack a cer- nizant of sunlight -consistent with
tain credibility -presumably dramatized Anlais' imagination.
It is by no mistake that Marie de
through the perception of a writer.
When Anais first embarks on her affair Medeiros, who plays Anais, is able to apwith Henry Miller, it is behind a stage on 'pear overtly wide-eyed through the' film.
which her oblivious husband plays the. Medeitos manages to portray the dichotobongos. The fantastic quality of this un-' my of innocence and erotica with great
likely scenario is heightened through the deftness. It is Anais' role to tell us a story,
photography, a translucent red screen sep- it is Medeiros' role to hold the- film, and,
arating Anais from her husband, his shad- she does so beautifully. The auidience- can
owed'image and a close up of his hands sympathize with,, envy, or abhor -Aais,yet
shows him playing the drums to a climax. with Medeiros' strong -performance one
One can imagine that this would be the never loses interest in her.
Thus, the film Henry &' June is not
scene as recalled by a romantic writer.
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$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
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Cambridge, MA 02139.
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Need M.l.T. Radiation Laboratory
Series books. Especially rvolumes
17, 20, 21, 22, and 25, but complete 28-volume set is OK. Contact
Nancy Haggerty at 508-486-9682
7am-5pm, or 617-2 59-0714
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Male subjects sought for NASAsponsored research on sleep. Subjects will live in our lab for 10 days
beginning October 20, or November 10, and can earn up to $700.
Call Beth at 732-4311 for more
information.
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Muliberry Child Care Centers
Boston
248-977 5
Cambridge (Mern. Drive) 354-4945
(Concord Ave. )
547-9540
Somerville (Davis Sq.)
666-9007
Infants thru kindergarten

.
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Somerville, Immac sunny, 2 bedroom, mod. kitchen and bathroom,
D/W, AC, prkg, HT, no pets, NO)
FEE. $695 call 646-3093
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The academic race ison and Glanisesoftwarefor the
Macintosh issuretoputyou abeadof bepack.
Powerfl Wad Processing
MacWfite 11IIsoftware makes your writing assignments

Computer Memory Upgrade - 2 Megabytes for Everex Step 386/33
MHz Computers. New. Regularly
$200, Asking $125 or B/(5. Call
Greg at 258-2285 (Draper Labs,
MIT Ext. 180-8-2285) or 4949133 (home).

easier. Editing isa breeze with the advanced spellig
checker, 220,000-word -thesaurus, and footnote capability.
Use custom fonts and styles, and multiple columns for
attention getting papers and flyers.
So, whether you're writing a lab report or an economics
paper - your work will look professional and take a
lot less time.
Easy Oraphks and Design

Folk/Classical Guitar Lessons.
Bach to the Beatles. James Taylor,
Paul Simon, Neil Young, Dylan, and
more! Beginner to advanced. Convenient Beacon Hill location. Best in
Boston! Call 367-5067.
The Incidental Tourist Bed and
Breakfast, Winchester. Convenient
to Cambridge, Boston, Tufts, Lexington, Burlington Mail, downtown
Winchester. On MBTA, 13 minutes
to Boston by train. Quiet residential
neighborhood, full breakfast. Call
S. Bollinger, 729-7620.
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Together, MacWhite 1I and MacDraw -I can help you to
write, publish and design anything from aterm paper, to
a research project, to a resume that gets results - giving
you the winng edge. No matter what the race, you'll
finish ahead with Clads software..
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Ask for.details on the special Clads BadtobSchool Offer
on the popular software combination for your Macintosh M~acWfite IIand MacDraw Il.
Enter the Clam~Sweepstakes to win a brandnew
7W MAountain Bike absolutelyfree!

Use MacDraw e1IIsoftware to complete the picture. You
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can create anything from simple graphics and charts to
technical illustrations and architectura drawings.
MacDraw IIisthe perfect parter for any project - from
the fratemnity newsletter to a new bike design for your
engineering class.

Reduced-Rate No-Penalty Airfares
for December-January travel to California, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas. Call (415) 348-1830
between 7 and 9 am or after 8 pmn
California time.
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Enter at the
Mkrocomputer 'Center
Stratton Student Center
Lower Level.

;,

The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
years); $44 one year 1st class mail
($86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.
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01990 Claris Corporalin. Allfights reserved. Clars, MacDraw and ftacfe are registered
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Ensemble

on

By NIC KELMAN
OETRY AT TIRE MEDIA LAB has
[Jbeen running successfully now
for three years under the apparently competent guidance' of Uri
Wilensky -himself a poet about to be
published,- and the evening with Sharon
Olids was the second in thle current series.
It was' according to Wilensky, the most
difficult in his three years to arrange, as
her poetry has-been referred to as "seeing
description as a means to candor," 4'having no subject- off limits,' and having
"Ishattered pious conventions for poetry."
Olds herse If said last night that she inlitially felt "poetry was something one
should do absolutely by oneself" but that
now she feels it is something to be shared
... in general. She currently has three
books to her name, all collections of her
poetry and all published since 1980, and is
about to have her fourth published.
The format of the poetry, series is such
that each visiting poet reads first from
their favorite poet~s) and thus allows the
audience to gain greater insight into the
poet and his or her poetic influences, a
system which is both commendable and
successful. Thus Sharon Olds started- with
readings from one of her favorite poet's
books, When, O--#a Lived a Long Time
Alone -since it was this book's birthday
yesterday -and.then continued with readings fromn-hef unpublished colElection, The
Golden Cell;0her-thir~d book),. and Satan

SqYs.

Before analyzing ,her-poetry-it must be
said, that Sharon Olds cannot.- read aloud
(not necessarily to her shame, as'T-. S. Eliot himself was equally monotonous). This

is, of course, irrelevant to her work, but is
very directly involved with a poetry reading and must lead to the advice that, unless you would like a signing, you should
not attend a reading by Sharon O~lds. It
will detract from her work, should you appreciate' it in the first place.
Blat what about her poetry?
It seems that where Sharon Olds is concerned you will either love her work or
hate it. Her poetry is highly introspective
and self-indulgent, dealing almost entirely.
with bad sexual experience. It seems she
feels that the whole human race wants to
be "Tucked senseless," and nothing more,
an opinion which is very sad to hear.
In a Plath-like way she deals with personal pain and rage~ using words which
suggest she has never had a loving sexual
relationship and is indeed almost afraid of
love ("love would mean we are helpless"'
- from "You Kindly"). It seemns she feels
like a poor victim who must try to be
strong and 'constantly says, 'don't worry
I'll be fine" in a more than slightly unconvincing tone. This viewpoint was emphasized when she said that her heroine was
Muriel Rukeyser -and then described her as
"a very strong woman:' She obviously
feels that to be openl and in love, is in some
way weakc.
.She is also not lacking in her share of
pretension -both in her work and in her
following. She included words like 'penis'
and 'his Ssex' at a rate of I 1/z times a minute during the reading, using them in a
very unnatural manner, suggesting that she
felt such swords, should be used rather than
that they come naturally -totally the opposite to the style Henry Miller began with
such flare in the early sixties. Likewise the
audience included its share of people who
said 'mminmunmn at the end of every
piece and nodded vigorously in agreement
(there was one man who evren did this display of 'understandinlg' after a poem

CD

of the musicians as well. For many this is
not in academic effort, but a matter of
personal commitment - something outside of their academic program which they
find the time to do. It is this dedication
that has earned the ensemble its well-deserved reputation - even among music
schools -and has fueled the creation of
this album, from the composition, arrangement, and performance of the music,
to the engineering, production, and realization of this disc.
Arrangement and direction on1 the entire'
disc is first-rate. Larger ensemble work
can lapse into an incoherent, unwieldy
sound without able direction and charting,
while the MIT Jazz Ensemble seems to effortlessly avoid these pitfalls in their performance. Especially pleasing are the quieter pieces, like "Turn" and "Rain,"
because they demonstrate the musicianship
of the entire ensemble and the ability of
the trumpeters to elicit the power of their
instruments without- overplaying. Sharifi's
orchestration makes rich use of a variety
of instruments and exploits the talents of
the musicians. "Criossing Time Zones"
demonstrates the technical capability of
the group, with parts scored in different
time signatures. The best work on the album, however, is "Katarina's First Song,"
an original composition- by Sharifi. The
arrangement and performance show the
band at its best.
More uptempo and swinging are "Boston Baritone," "One' Road," and "Giant
Steps," with their rock-solid rhythm and
precision. The ensemble builds from a quiet opening on "Giant Steps," to lean,
swinging solos from
saxophonists Mark
Messier '93 and Steve
Saito '91, and pianist
Michael Valdez '90.

The Miles

Davis

composition, 'Tutu,"
gets a fine reading
from the rhythm section and Ray Zepeda
'88>--an saxdph~one.
The tune seems to
extend into something longer than it
should be, and while
the performance is
no liability, it squanders. some of the
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about menstruation -a topic pioneered
by Plath)In some ways, such poets who are obviously in tremendous pain deserve sympathsy, but in other ways they inspire rage.
L~ife is tough but you're always better off
than someone else, and it is a shame that
poets like Sharon Olds do not seem to re-

alize this. More often than not it is simply
their own paranoia that makes them a victim rather than true unfortunate circumstance, and it is those to whom fate has
been truly unkind that really deserve our
1 _4
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(The MIT Festival Jazz Ensemble CD
will be on sale today in Lobby 10. The ensemble will perform in a CD release concert on Oct. 20 in Kresge at 9 pm.)
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Sharon Olds

I
I
I
I
I
I

I_
punch it builds in the beginning.
Across all the tunes, however, the saxophonists repeatedly stand out. Their sound
is wonderfully tight and cohesive, and thle
musicianship on the solos remarkable.
Witness the soloists' work on "Turn" and
"K~atarina, " and the entire section on
"One Road." Zepeda has clear command
of his instrument, which is featured on
"Turn" and "Katarina," as does Messier
on "One Road" or Susan Ward '92 on
"The Change," none of which ever sound
rehashed or gratuitous.
Where does the ensemble take it from
here? Their debut disc illustrates the evolution of some serious musical talent, and
gives us a hint at how much potential there
is waiting in the wings. The MIT Festival
Jazz Ensemble has done remarkably well
with this disc, and it should earn further
respect among the Boston jazz community,
collegiate ensembles, and beyond.

love her or hate her

Sharon Olds at Media Lab
Works by Sharon OWd and Galway Kinell.
-BartosTheatre, . Wiesner Building.
Thursday,'Odtober 18, 7:30.
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s_ Jamsheid Sharifi '83|
~~~~Pomeroy, a widely
|
~~~~recognized jazz ar|
~~~~ranger, musician,
|
~~~~and educator; orgaE
~~~~~nized the -band in
|
- -~~~1962 -and conducted
i
~~~~~it
for 22 years. Un|
: ~~~~der
his direction, the
|
~~~~~Jazz Ensemble earned
5
~~~~national acclaim at
|
~~~~~collegiate jazz festi|
~~~~~vals, and gained its
|
~~~~~reputation as an outil
~~~~standing collegiate,
|
~~~~band.
7 Sharifi, a graduate
of MIT and the Berklee School -of Music, and -former -member
MIT: FESTIVAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE
of the ensembles assumed directorship afDebut c~ompact disc.
ter Pomeroy. -Sharifi's role is particularly
$8 general, $7 MlTIWellesley students.
notable, in that most of the selections o
this disc are his original compositions.
- -By MARK ROMAN
It is this,.-kind, of -personal involvement
and creative'-input that distinguishes ithe
iE -.,.IT'S, FESTIVAL, JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Ail.lo has, been making- a- name for. work of the ensemble'from other concert
-.litself ,overw- the' past several jazz bands, and characterizes-the approach
z z v years, through local performances and national festivals. Despite the
turnover that comes with, a collegiate caretr,,the-ensemble has managed. overall
continuity -and consistency. -With the, re-lease .o thieir~debut compact-disc-, they can
now-,build 'on that- reputation with- radiostations and the listening public.
I The llI-selections on the disc offer. 70,
minute's of music, but even at that length
the listener won't feel put upon or overloaded. The production is smooth and.:
clean, and the sound ai pleasure.- The music covers a broad range, demonstrating
the versatility in the ensemble's repertoire,
from more quiet, contemplative pieces- to-"
the full.!-scale swing normally associated
with jazz orchestras. Categorizing the music isn't a very easy thing to do, and as
tired-as that description gets to be, it is entirely appropriate for describing the ensemble and its work.
i Represented on the -cdisc are~five:,-years-'Of
Jaz Ensemble history, highlighting the involvement of the students who played and
_
' i.--s',E~~~"
the- people who took the ensemble beyond
a pede strian student activity and made it
into a serious and worthwhile student endeavor. Chief on that list are two champiJarshied ,Sharifi '83 director of
ons of the ensemble, Herb Pomeroy and the MIT FO'stival.Jazz Ensemble

SHARON- OLDS READING
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attention. Furthermore, it is usually those
who suffer most that have the greatest patience and understanding, rather than an
inner bitter anger which seems to arise out
of mediocrity.
Sex does not have to be a bad or empty
experience, love really does exist, and poets like Sharon Olds should turn their attention from themselves more frequently
and produce material that is less dated and
self-piteous.
But then again, it is this quality that
separates the Ezra Pounds from the Rupert Brooks, and the Lord Byrons from
the John Clares, and there is a large public
who empathizes with poems with such -internal pathos. Thlese people obviously
greatly appreciate writings such as these;
they are themselves neither mediocre nor
self-piteous, but merely more sincerely in
pain (i.e. rather than 'artistically' in pain)..
If you enjoy Sylvia Plath or Ted
Hughes' early work or, indeed, Galway
Kinell, then read Sharon Olds . . . otherwise stay away. However, whatever your
preference, if you enjoy poetry, attend the
rest of the series at the Media Lab. It
promises to be interesting if not necessarily enjoyable.

- - -

-

Thne Tech Performing A~rts Series announces
PRO ARTE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
The Pro Arte Chamber Orchlestra opens its 13th season with a program of works
by Mozart, Liszt, Delius, and Honneger. Also featured: a world premiere of
Scott Wheeler's "Before Sleeping. '"Conductor: Gunther Schaller.
Sanders Theater, October 21 at 3 pm.
MIT price:-$5.

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association,
W20-450 in the Student Center. Office hours posted on the door.I
Call x3-4885 for further information.
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IN RISK MANAGEMENT
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fimn. As -traders, we provide liquidity Hn opttv~
~~~~~~~pricing in options, -futures, and other deri'vative insltruments in diverse..''
.,,
~~~~~~financial markets such as equities, bonds, and foreign--exchange. As
maagrs, we manage very large, complex portfolios using. the 'latest technolog.
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-Listings
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S~tuden't activities, administrative offices,,
aciadicn departments and other groupsboth^~on indd off the MIT campus
can
list, meed - s, activities, :and other soAouncements in The Tech's'"Notes" section.' Snd'- "items of interest (typed and
doule
spce) ia nsitte mail to 'News
Note~
Tech roomW~w3, or via
US'sai
t--Nws
ots,
heTech, PO
Bog 29j -MIT Branch,' Cambridge, MA
02139.' N~otes run on a space-available basis,,ofi;,priority is given to official Institute-annousncements and MIT student actMtioiC'_The,^'
,e'Techg reserves the right to edit
aftrlisting's", and, makes no'.endorsement of
Croups, or 'activities fisted.

,.

,

no icesI
Miscellaneous

The "Statement of Registration Status"
is still required of all male students who
are'expected to register for the draft, if
they want to receive federal financial aid.
Women, underage students and those who
havte completed the statement in previous
years do not have to file statements.
MIT requires male students who have
completed the statement by indicating they
are "underar." to submit the statement
annxuilly'until they have registered.

detailed listings of military contracts
awarded to local companies and colleges
across the United States. The system can
help requesters 'determine what weapons
systems are made or based in their area, or
find out whether companies inl which they
own stock are doing military-related work.
For more information contact Paul Brink
at (215) 241 7060.

-

--

, ,

0220.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I

s_

rmnre
HUGHES MICRWAVE ELLMSHIP
Hughes Aircrat C:ompany's Radar Systms Group

Ls

seeking the top

Electrical Engineering graduates for a two-year, work-study Master's
Micowve Fellowhip Program at UCLA. This specially designe

progrmn will proide you with exciting challenges in electromagnetics
and micrwve technology. Wie invite the top graduates to consider
this excellent opportuity, where yroull experience all aspecs of
microwave. systems development.

-s

Vk provide advanced radar systems for

ON

_

A new Pentagon Audit Project provides

-- I Counseling
Thbe-Sunis
- someone'to- talkt to
and. befriend you, are on cal 24 hours a
day,' 7 days a' week. The center, at S00
*Commonwealth Avenue, Kenmore Square,
isloen from 8 am to 8 pmevery day for
people-icone
in and Wk~. Service is free
azlio.com plitely confidential., Call 247-
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major'commercial

ventures,

US. space vehicles and the worldrs leading military 6ircraft. Youll be

HERE!
1X CALLING

involved withi microwave integrated circuits (MIQ)and monolithic

~CONAE

MICs, used in the development of active and passive functions such
as receivers exciters, Knsitters, antennas, mirwve measurement
systems and target signature studies.
On Capu Ineviw

***.,

October 26, 1990,
Sign up in your placement offllce.

Th etlh Jsrael Hospital hosts a Itqw
6W
ropf on Tuesdays at .7:30 am for
women who are experiencing disruption in
their{ivies-immediately following or up to
six -months-after being -raped. The longterm-zqisis grioup meets Thursdays at 6 pm.
For more information,,call (617) ?354738.

If unable to attend, please contact Rtich Moizio, Hughes Micrwae

FeBowskip Technical Repreetative, at:-(213) 662126, or send your
resunme to-. Hughes Ahrcit Company, Radar Systems Group, Dept.

What amarvelou's inention!
Jo , .
~~~~Now anyone can say hello to
A
d z
~~~~~S&S Takceout. And saygoodi
~~~~~~bye
-todull food. Just imagine
_u~~~~~~how good a Gourmet Boursin
_~~~~~~~urger would taste. Or Pasta
Pdrinavera. Be inspired by
Scallops Provnciale, or our
.
~~~~~~~~savory
Baby Back Ribs. Indulge
yourself with BabyWatso'n
cheesecake. Whatever you
wish, The entire A&S Menu is
at your fingertips. Inportions
.
~~~~~~~~that
made the S&S famous.
i_
~~~~~~~And
affordaby priced. So
_.
~~~~~~~~whether for one or 21, call
:~~ ~ ~ ~~A S Takeout and discover
just how good takeout can be.

Today,- more than one million men and
women 'are demonstrating by their personal
example'that alcoholism is an fillness that
can bev
Wsted. If you have an alcohol related.,problem please get in touch with the
lin nonyous roupnearest, you
wit coplee asurncethat your anonymty
illbeproectd.Call 426-9444 or
write: Alcoholics Anonymous, Box 459,
Grand Central Station, NY 10163. You will
receive free information in a plain
envelope.,
Counseling and HnTV-]IIl blood scening services are available for individuals
concerned about exposure to the virus associaied with AIDS. For more information
about -this free confidential service sponlsored. by the-Departmeift of Public Health
and Counseling Services, call 5224090,
weekdays -1rom 9 am to 5 pmn. Outside
Boston call collect.

TNM/1090, R30/1223, PAX Box 9242,

f-

Angls CA 9009

RADAR SYSTEMS GROUP
,,

,,

__

I

LISA BIRNBACH.S

Adams~or Gelt} g Desperate? If
drugs are becoming a problem, all or
write: Narotcs Anonymous, 264 Meredian St.+' East Boston (X2128, (617) 569002,1. Local meetings held at the MIT
Medcal-,
ment, E23-364, on Mon-

~-~3ew

The Crenter Rintimngbn Area Veterans
Outech Center is holding rap sessions for
Vietniam veterans every Vkdnesday (except
tht-. "id-week of the month, when they
willtt;ierursay)at 7 pm. There is
also a. group for- the wives of Vietnam veterans. -For' more information, call 8799888.

Lo

Eqa Oppotunity Empkier. Prof of US, citizensship may be required.

/I~Y
~

\ COLLEGE~~I

Take Out *Catering
A Gregt Find Since 1919.

L

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. Mon.-Sat. 7:00am-12:00 mnid, Sun. 8:00am-11:00pm
Inman Squares 1334 Cambridgq St., Cambridge, 354-0777, FAX: 354-6924.
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BUSIINESS AND TECHNICAL CAREERS

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Best

Bar

For Hanging O~ut With Friends:

FAT H ER
FORE.0
"Mainly MIT students
hang out there";
r Anay

WVeekly Special
LARGE
pitcher of BUD
or BUD Lite

ALL SnWEIM WELCOMEI

naf

Snl~

Date: October 24P 1990
Time: 4:,30PM 6PM
Pikce; Man didinag Room 4-145

U
-An
U

-

--

~The

rrr}

99

is

Darts - Dart League
Basketball - Video Games
Pinballs

Never A Cover ICharge

Power Is On

Equal Opporturuty Employer.

____

S

300 Mass Avre
Cambridge - N {ear MIT

GMl has ftmred on the owrfor the 1990's. We have
consolidated our weaosand fornulated a spirit that is
agpesive~ responsive ndenergetic.
Meet wit us and you'l leam about the outstanz opportunities
for peaple with varied backgrounds addgrees.
i~lithn our
reruiters. Ask quetions. Find out abou the dullerigm~
oortunite Mr has to ofer in telecommunications, lighting
anprecision aeis

On mampuwe

or

__
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Salomon
Brothers Inc
I~~
.

|

,| ,1

~~~~~
I..gSM

Quantitative Research Analyst
Salomon Brothers Inc is an international investment ba
firm`that makes
markets in securities and provides a broad. range :of.
financial
advisory and research services to governments, corporadons, and institutional
investors.

II
am

The BOND PORTFOLIO and EQUIftY P0RtTFL0U0,ANA14YSIS -.GROUPS work with
Sales, Tradn ad Ivestment B
to help om Br~ers'~ clientsand
implement investment, capital raissn, hedgin&and asset Allocatioih strategies. nhe Groups
concentrate on the quantitative aspects of equity and fixed imeassets. and- liabilities
with special focus on mortgages, interest rate and, crency. hedo
option valuation,
investment portfolio strategy, borrowin~g strategy, astlbiimngentand corporatem~m
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Academic Baclkground.

B.S., M.S.'or Ph.D. in a quantitative field such as CompufterScience, , ngineerin&, Mathenlatics, Operations R-esah,;:*r.l

t

Statisfi,'

'o' Finance..w't3'%'
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Good analytical, iterpersonaL,writig, and comnputer skilsare required. Knowledize of 'the
aes is
Laal ewed
positively but is nlot necessary,

Additional Skills.
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Sailomon Brwhrs Inc - Reearch Dqfr

Fdway I19 1991.

BPA Recndlr
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FOU and your friends are invited to a free

~~Nov. 2, 3, 8&9: 11 am to 4 pm
~~Nov. 5-&6: 10am to3 pm

n
@

I

as -

I

,7 &8:

'Nov.

public Christian Science lecture, entitled

1 pm to 6 pm

"tMind,
Mvediacine,

Location': -$-ALAde PUERTO'RICO
------ L

-I

T- 1epehone: x3-79 11

and Miracles"t

I

-I

A re-examinationof three familiar concepts

I

from the unique perspective of Christian Science
(includingactual examples of spiritualhealing)

by

Arno

Preller, CS.B.
member of The Christian Science Board of Lectureship

Sunday, October 21 at 3.p.m.
~~~~at

*

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Cambridge
13 Waterhouse Street at Massachusetts Avenue
across from the Cambridge Common

Child care and parkingzifill be available.
Forfurther information call 876-7843.

I

- - -----. ---r
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Classified Adv'ertising in 'The Techi:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
wvith complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO' Box 2 9, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MAA 02139.
Easy Money! Earn $4 for each
dent who sign up for MCI's
dent Saver Plan': (includes, free
Contact: John H~aletsky, CCIVI,
vRidge
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-classified
advertising
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MIT ENTERPRISE

FORUMO

INC.

stuStuLD).
992

Road, Stamford,

CT

06905 or call (203) 968-0717.
..

MIT Enterprise Forum of

Wake N' Bake!! In fabulous Jamaica/ Cancujn for as low a~s $429.00!
Organize group travel free!! Early
birds get free spring break T-shirt!
1-800-426-771 0

.

Camnbridge,.

Clipper developers needed to work
part-time for Central Square 'consulting firm. Also need part-time
programming assistant familiar
with PC's Clipper, PASC:AL, or C to
work during business hours. Call
John at 547-1200.

11th

The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
years}, $44 one year 1st class mail
3$86 two years ); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail 12 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.

Inc.

Annual Entrepreneurial Conference:

INNICOVATIVE FIN\ANCIiNG OFEMERGlING COMPANIES

Harvard-Epworth

United Methodist
Church

Saturday, 27 October l1990
8:00 amn- 6:00 pm

1555 Massachusetts Ave.
opposite Cambridge Commnon
Sunday Worship: 9 and 1 lam
Undergrad Forum: 5:30 PM
.4

Limited Full Student Registration "Scholarshlps'Discounted Student Registration Fees
Available

heprc
of a road swaps
IFor

Further information and application forms, contact:

.wecan gv

MIT Enterprise Forum of Cambridge, Inc.
Room W 59 - 219
201 'Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
617/ 253 - 8240'

runaway.,
This space donated by The Tech
I

_

_______

k~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Application Deadline:

19 October 1990

Awards Announced:

23 October 1990

,,

I

_
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(Continued from page 1)
he served as a research associate,
lecturer, and assistant professor
of physics at Stanford.
He returned to MIT as a faculty member in 196.1. Kendall has
been chairman of the Union of
Concerned Scientists, a Cambridge-based group that deals
with safety and ethics in science,
since 1973.

f

Experimentally proved
existence of quarks

-I

i
z.

In the late 1960s, Friedman,
Kendall, and Taylor executed a
famous series of experiments on
the scattering of electrons by protons, deuterons (a proton bound

to a neutron), and heavier nuclei.
The research for which the prize
was awarded was done from the
late 1960s through 1973 at the
two-mile-long Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center in California.
This research gave the first
clear evidence for a charged,
point-like substructure -quarks
- inside these massive particles.
The interpretation of their data
gave strong support to the quark
model and provided the experimental underpinnings for the development of quantum chromodynamics, the currently favored
theory of strong interactions
among particles. This "strong
force' is one of the four basic

forces of nature.
TeNblPie

estabi!1-,Th NoelPlse ;--were
A
_ _ P r* e
lished under the terms of Alfred
Nobel, who is best known for inventing dynamite. They are
awarded annually by the Swedish
government in the areas of-peace,
chemistry, literature, physics, and.
physiology or medicine. There is
also a Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economics, which was created by
the Central Bank of Sweden in
1968, in Nobel's. memory

-i
e

Friedman, Kendall, and Taylor
will formally receive their awards
in Stockholm on Dec. 10, the anniversary of Nobel's death.

.

Vest names-M-ark W\righton provost
(Continuedfrom page 1)
system is built on the hope that a
strong research enterprise will
make our traditional educational
enterprise stronger. We've realized an element of that hope, but
we need to do much more," he
said in a recent interview.
"Undergraduates often don't
have much appreciation for how
the research enterprise really
works, " Wrighton said . " It's
amazing to me that people can
come through [MIT] and not understand the day-to-day activities
of the faculty."
Wrighton connected the lack of
knowledge undergraduates have
about how research is done with
public indifference toward basic
research generally. "One area
where we as educators have fallen

short," he said, "is that we
haven't acquainted . . . the public
at large . .. with why research is
going to lead to a better formnal
educational experience for
students."
Wrighton' and Vest have both
said they support faculty and student diversity. "We intend to
build an institution which has a
stronger representation of minorities and women on the faculty,"
Wrighton said.
Wrighton pointed out that the

problem of recruiting nidnprity
students and faculty cannot., be
solved with money alone. "I re-.
gard [the difficulty].] as, one of-.f
identifying the. best people, letting them.~, know that you."have.
programs that are good for them~,
and providing a setting,. and de-.
livering on it.'
"Saying thatt you have it is one
thing, but'delivering on. it [is -another]. Thle experiences, of those
who, are here count a lot,"' he.
explained.
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~~~William Cho/The Secth

As. You 'Like It is being performed tonight-through Sun-.
day night -anld-next week Thursday thrugi._5Und'ay in
La Sa'la,,de Puerto Rico---.by the-,MIT Shakespeare En'semblet.-Pictured ~are Cheryl -Cai ue~0
i1. hfefty,_playing Ganymede,- and Greg :Swiesiinga 'SI, paigOrlando
- - --.
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Listings
Student activities, administrative offices,
academic departments and other groups both on and off the MIT campus -can
.list meetings, activities, and other announcements in The TecMs "Notes" section. Send items of interest (typed and
double spaced) via Institute mail to "News
Notes, The Tech, room W20-483,"' or via
US mail to "News Notes, The Tech, PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA
02139." Notes run on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student activities. Thre Tech reserves the right to edit
all listings, and makes no endorsement of
groups or activities listed.

First Bostons a special bracket investment banking firm'
headquartered-in New~ York, will be rclistilgfoitfnacl
analyst program. Position's are available 'in the Investment
Banking and Sales and Trading Departments. All Sem'ors-are
cordially invited to attend a.presentation.

i

|

e
-

w

Presentation:
-

Announcements
The sports medicine division of the MIT
Athletic Department sponsors a fitness
training program for all interested students
and employees of the Institute who hold
valid athletic cards. Individuals over the
age of 35 must obtain medical clearance
from a personal physician before being allowed to participate in the program. The
tests consist of a submaximal aerobic ergometer test, flexibility exercises, body fat
percentage, and muscular strength and endurance measurernents, and takes about 40
minutes to complete. For further information call x3-4908, 2:30-6:00 pm, MondayThursday. The tests are free of charge.

~~Wednesday,-October

Room 4-L1 63
~~~~~7:00 p.m.,

Interviewing schedule:

24, 1990

-.

-

:

February 6, 1991

MP-

A

8
e

For further information anid inquinies, please feel free to contact:
Gail Kamnhi
Sales and Trading,
(212) 909 2208

Rodney Miller
Investment Banking
.(212) 909-3953

The Boston University Astronomy
Department sponsors Open Observatory
Night every Wednesday from 8:309:30 pm. For more information call 3532360.
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Harvard University Graduate School of
Design is sponsoring lectures. For more information call 495-9340.

_

All first-time student loan borrowers
(Perkins, Technology, or Stafford Student
Loans) are required to attend a loan counseling session. Please contact the Bursar's
Office for a schedule of the sessions.

1-

Surplus equipment is available for departments and members of the MIT community in the Etpmpoen Exchang, building NW30, every Tuesday and Thursday.
from 11-3 pm. Thirty days after being ad-

vertised in Tech Talkc the equipment

is

sold.

Park Avenue Plaza
New Yorkc, N. Y 10055

The Science anid Humnitles IlbriHes
(Hayden Building Librare) are now open
from noon Sunday to 8 pm Friday -24

hours a day -and from 8 am to 8 PcM on
Saturday. From midnight to 8 am access to
the libraries is limited to members of the
MIT community. Circulation and reference
services are not available during restricted2
hours.
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Chemina Englnedng

Find out how you can have your medical school tuition, required books and
fees paid in full-plus earn more than S700 a month while you attend school.
Clip and mail the coupon below, and we'll send you full details on the Armed
forces Health Professions SchoSarshpip'Program.
We'll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician's Scholarship from the
.
Army, Navy or Air Force.
If selected, you'll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you'll -also` gain
valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as
a commissioned officer in the. Reserves.After graduation, you'll serve three years or more-depending on the-Service
you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receive-as a respected.
Armed forces physician.'You'll also get good pay, regular hours, great benefits
and the chance to work with a-variety of patients and the latest medical

-($B, SK1 ScD/PhD)
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If you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choiceand want to cut the expense of medical school-send for more information today.
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Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships. P.O. Box 2865
9017
Huntington Station, NY 11746-2102
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After your education comes action-and revolution.

the

MBA
.

f
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Because as a new grad, you're out to change the world.
At Mentor Graphics Corporation, you can. The pacesetter
in Electronic Design Automation, we are revolutionizing the
way the world designs. We've broadened our focus on
software solutions to a more powerful emphasis on systems
solutions. At the heart of this approach is our Falcon
Framework, utilizing Cw; which supports concurrent design
methodologies that span the entire development cycle.

The Harvard Univ~ersityr Graduate School of
Business Administration seeks top gradua~tes

We back our people with a stable, yet progressive history
and over $400 million in revenue and resources. In turn,
we look for that same spirit as we add new talent to our
engineering teams. If you're up to the challenge, contact us
today about exciting and rewarding opportunities in our
Beaverton, Oregon; Son Jose, Califonia; Murray, Utah;
or Warren, New Jersey locations. A BS, MS or PhD in
Computer Science, Computer Engineering or Electrical
Engineering with a CS emphasis isrequired.

Monday, OCtober 22, 1990

'For more details and to sign up for an information
session contact:
Carol Ferrari 2534?33
Office of Career-'Seryices

-.

Session One: 3.00 - 4:00 pump or
Session Two: 4:00 - 5:00 pm.
Harvard Business School is committed to the principle of
equal educational opportunity.

ployer committed to

_

Chaninog The Wa The World Desim. Together
_

I

to speak with students about work experience
and the two-year MBA Program.

If you cannot attend, please send your resume to: Professional Staffing, Mentor Graphics Corporation, Dept. MIT,
8500 SW Creekside Place, Beaverton, OR 97005-7191. We
offer excellent benefits and a growth environment. We are
an equal opportunity em-

_

C

An Admissions-Officer-will be on campus,

Schedule your intemi-ew through
Career Planning & Placement.

_

1

witlh a career interest in general management.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Tuesday & Wednesday
October 30 & 31
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(Continuedfrom page 24)

A short second game

winner to Gardner, put game
four and the match on ice.

Game No. 2 progressed in a
fashion similar to that of the first
game, but at a more reasonable
pace, as it took only 11 minutes
for MITr to dispose of the hapless
WPI team.
MIT played pinball with WPI's
back-row players: MIT's front
row blasted shots downward, and
WPI, when it could get a hand
on the ball, sprayed the shots
ceiling-ward, as often as not.
WPI took a 1-0 lead early, but
soon fell behind, 2-1. MIT then
ran off another seven straight
points, as Parrish served WPI
into disarray. With MIT's lead at
10-1, a Rego ball handling error
gave WPI the serve, and a chance
to mount a storming comeback.
But it was not to be.
MIT finished out the game on
two Gardner kills, a Rego service

Altman, pleased with her
team's performance, used tonight's game as an opportunity to
implement some new strategies.
"We used a three-person service receive, which is something
we've been working on for a
while." Altman was also impressed with her players' willingness to serve aggressively.

ec

ar/Te

..Z~~~~~~~~hrstanS.
:: · ;· ::PI·
rekfrmtoligatte
Tuetosil-o
heChale
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"We're going to have to do
that against Springfield [College
on Tuesday] . which will be a
tougher match."
In the first game, MIT pulled
out to a 7-2 lead by virtue of
strong serving by Parrish and
Liu. After a WPI timeout, the
visiting Engineers pulled only a
bit closer, to 8-4, before MIT
ripped off seven straight points,

I
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3 crew- teams to race in Head
(Continuedfrom page 24)
will compete in the men's lightweight eight event.
Another of the MET crews will
compete in the women's youth
eights, in which each participant
must be under 19 years. of age.
In women's graduate crew, one
MIT crew will compete in the
championship four event, and
another in the lightweight four,
event. Both crews are predicted
to show a good standing, as they
have performed very well in previous races. Schmill, who coaches them both, thinks that' they
have a chance of winning a medal. In each event in the- Head-ofthe-Charles, three medals can be
won.MIT alumnae will also be par-

-

-----

-----

ticipating. Liz Bradley '83, who
competed in the 1988 Olympics,
will be in the championship eight
event, and Bill -Malecki '88 and
Linda Muri '86 will row in
singles.
At least one MIT faculty member will be visible: Mathematics
Professor Hartley Rogers Jr.,
who rows in the Head-of-theCharles every year, will be rowing
in a singles event.
Coaches compete as well
Two coaches and an assistant
coach from the MIT crew teams
will also compete at the Head-ofthe-Charles. Tom Tiffany, the
'novice, women's coach,vwill cox
the women's eight from Boston
Rowing Center, while Schmill will
be coxing the men's wpasters four
-- ---·----

1

Spikers deflate WPI
in four-game match
Coach uses new strategy

a
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from Seattle's Lake Washingtoni winning on Liu's service winner.
Rowing Club. Assistant coach1 · Setter Rego, perhaps in trying
Vic DiGravio, who coaches the: to provide a light moment, tried
freshman lightweight crew, is the: to power tip on game point, but
coxswain for the lightweighlt found herself about a foot too
men's varsity crew from MIT.
low to accomplish the feat. The
The Head-of-the-Charles be- ball went - admittedly with
force - into the net, and
gins at 8:40 am Sunday. It takes great
WPI's defeat was delayed by a
place between the BU Boathouse,
moment.
next to the BU Bridge, and aI
spot right before Newton's PublicI
Theater, which covers a distanceI
of three miles. Any location onI
or near either the Weeks Memorial Bridge (the footbridge over theII
Charles River connecting DeI
Wolfe St. and Harvard Business3
School), or the Anderson Bridge11
-(at John F. Kennedy St. in Harvard Square) affords an excellent t
view of the event.

,

i
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-

---
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winner and two sloppy NVPI
plays.

IWPI coach Nancy Vaskas congratulated MIT on the victory.
"MIT is always a strong team.
We expect that every time we
come here. Our team is young,
and its important for us to play
teams like MIT."
The Engineers travel to Springfield College Tuesday, and finishes its' regular season Thursday
with a match at Bentley College.

I

Prap-ared for the future.
Yours and ours.
ARCO is meeting the challenges of today's petroleum industry through creative engineering
and a drive for excellence. Coupled with one of the largest domestic liquid reserve
bases in the industry, our quest to be the best has prepared us for a bright future.
We invite you to investigate making ourJ future yours when our representatives are on
campus -October 23-26. ARCO will be interviewing MSIPhD chemical and,
mechanical engineers for our research center In Dallas, TX and BS/MS
chemical and-mechanical engineers for our exploration and production
operations in Alaska. Both permanent and summerpositions are available.
Please contact your placement office for details.

ARCO Oil and Gas Company

ARCO Alaska, Inc.

)&

IF

Divisions of AtlanticRichfieldCompany
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Celtics top
Pistons, but
so what?

Shawniqua Williams '94 (#15) spikes the ball on WPI during last night's volleyball game.

well, but the momentum shifted
as WPI Capitalized on poor-set-ting by MIT. Strong serves gave
WPI a 11-4-lead, but Altman
showed Confidence in the second
team by keeping it in the game.
"Thig was a good opportunity
to-play the subs,," she-said after
the match. 'There Wil1 be situationS where we will- need Ithem,
and they must- get some experience."

MIT made the -game close as
Kathleein LieuKieSong '93 served
four, consecutive points to close
,the gap _at -13-12. The home'team
regained control of the game, but
WPI managed to hang on, stealing game threet 15-12.The fourth game featured a return of the MIT starting lineup,
which picked up where it left off
in the second game. Kills by, j uniors Cindy Parrish sand Susie
Gardner and excellent serving by
An-Na Liu '91, enabled MIT to
take an insurmountable, 10-1
lead. Five more sets by Debbie
Rego '91, including -the game
(Please turn to page 23)
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Head-ofthe-Charles celebrates its 25th
By Becky Chang
training, and rowing machines,"
Sunday marks the 25th anni- according to Stu Schmill '86, the
versary of the Head-of-the- recently appointed director of
Charles Regatta. This year's row- MIT's crew program and the
ing event promises to be bigger coach of the freshmen heavythan ever before, with more than weight crew and the graduate
925 boats and 3800 competitors crew.
set to participate.
MIT's three crew teams, the
MIT will be sending three men's heavyweight, men's lightcrews to the event, including the weight and women's program,
women's club eight, which cap- "are doing very well; they're very
tured fourth place in 1989, and is -competitive,' Schmill said.
predicted to excel again in this
Although those teams that
Sunday's race.
Schmill calls "the best in the
MIT has trained hard in prepa- world" will be absent from this
ration for the Head-of-the- year's regatta in order to compete
Charles, which it takes very seri- in a championship in Australia,
ously. MIT crews have been the best American collegiate crew
training two hours a day, six days teams, which include Bositon,
a week since Registration Day.
Harvard, Northeastern, and
Their training program in- Princeton Universities, will be
cludes "intense workouts, weight racing as usual.

In addition, men's and women's eights from the Republic of
Lithuania, which in the past represented the Soviet-Union at the
Olympics, will be competing.
These teams havre been the champions of a number of regattas in
Amerca.
MUT part of EARC
MIT is a member of the Eastern Association of Rowing Colleges (EAR%, which is composed
of .15 college teams. -The EARC
is the most competitive league in
the United States, according to
Schmill. The national collegiate
champion team, which is determined -by' the Head-of-theCharles, has'emerged from the
EARC each year since at least
1980,

In' 1988, MIT's men's heavyweight varsity sight won the
men's club eights division, and in
Schmill's opinion, there is a
dhaniee ihey- yv4 win it again this
year. Their touglies';
c'poxetitors
are BU, Harvard and Northeastern, who are all very competitive
in that division.
In 'women's crews MIT faces
the most competition from BU,
.Prineton, Radcliffe College, and
possibly Yale University.
A total of six MIT crews will
be sent to the Head-of-th6eCharles. One of thiese-;-- thee
iglitweight mnen'; varsity crew, whose
members average 160 pounds,
was just added last week to the
list of crews that are to compete
in. the Head-of-the-Charles. It
(Please turn to page 23)

Reds lead Series 2-0;
gave birth to the couple's third
child shortly after midnight, Cincinnati time. The Reds scored
four runs off 27-game winier
Bob Welch before beating relief
ace Dennis Eckersley with three
.straight 10th-inning singles. In
game one,, Cincinnati ended Dave
Stewart's six-game post-season
winning steak. Right-hander
Mike Moore will start for the AXs
tonight.
Billy Hatcher probably wants
no break- in the Sefes schedule.
The Cincimnati -outfielder has a
World Series record seven straight
hits and has reached base in all
nine plate appearances against
Oakland. During the streak,
Hatcher has scored five runs,
driven home two and walked
twice.

(AP) The Cincinnati Reds
winged into the Bay Area confident that they can win the World
Series over the vaunted Oakland
Athletics. Reds victories in the
opening two games of the bestof-seven showdown against Oakland's top pitchers have left the
Athletics, in the words of Reds
second baseman Ron Oester,
"beatable."

World Series
The Series resumes tonight
with a twilight game at the Oakland Coliseum, where the Reds
send left-hander - and new father - Tom Browning to the
mound. Browning bolted from
last night's 5-4, 10-inning triumph with his wife, who later
------

close race and the winner will
probably be decided late in the
season. For the Celtics to win,
they have to increase the tempo
of their game and Larry Bird has
to regain his deadly shooting
form.
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Axcomfortable two game lead
allowed Altman to give her substitutes some playing time. The
players off the bench performed

Douglas D. Kelfer/The Tech

defensive star, Dennis Rodman,

continue to improve. It will be a

--
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ByJordan J. Ditchek
and David Rothstein
The women's volleyball team
unceremoniously
bounced
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
out of duPont Gymnasium last
night, defeating the visiting Engineers, 15-4, 15-1, 12-15, 15-3, to,
run-MIT's record to 23-8 overall.
The win gives the woman's volleyball team- an undefeated record (6-8) in the New England
Women's Eight Conference, anid
thus the top seed in the NEW8
tournaments which will be held
Nov. 3 at Smith College. MIT defeated Smith 'in last year's NEW8
chamnpionlship final.
MIT wasted little time in disposing of NWI; it was onxly head
coach Karyn Altman '78's insistence on leaving a full complement of substitutes in the third
game that allowed WPI to take a
game from MIT.

did not play because of an injury.
The positive notes for the Celtics have to be the play of Gamble, Parrish, McHale and Shaw.
McHale and Parrish are consistent and the new life brought in
by the quick guards can only help
the team.
To put things in perspective,
the Celtics will have a tough year
fighting for the division title because New York and Philadelphia

--

Volleyball Ounces
WPI frnm iu-Pont

Mohammed Eissa

One thing to remember is that
the Piston guards were unstoppable. Isiah Thomas and Joe Dumars are the main offensive
weapons for the Pistons and no
Celtic can stop them. Their speed
and outside shooting ability
make them a dangerous threat.
Dumars had 20 points on 9-17
shooting, and Isiah had 21 points
on 8-20 shooting. For only 28
minutes of play, these are respectable figures.
The Celtics did counter with
Kevin Gamble, who I think will
be the Celtics' secret weapon this
year. Gamble had 21 points on 912 shooting. He continues to improve game by game. It was a big
mistake for the Celtics last year
to start Jim Paxson instead of
him.
But as all Celtics fans know,
the primary reason that the Celtics always lose to the Pistons is
the play of Vinnie "the Microwave" Johnson, who did not play
Tuesday night because of a contract dispute. Had he played, the
outcome would have been different. His natural talent of "unconscious shooting" is rarely defended by anyone in the league.
In addition, the Pistons' main

--

--

Words on Sport/

Break out the champagne bottles: The Boston Celtics destroyed the Detroit Pistons, 11698, on Tuesday night. Does this
mean that the mystique is back?
Is the Garden going to start
haunting opponents again?
Before you start waiting in line
for playoff tickets, remember
that the game was only an exhibition game. The Celtics always
perform well in the pre-season
because they are still fresh. As
soon as the season starts to take
its toll, however, their age catches
up with them, and the rest is history.
That is not to say that their
play was not commendable. On
the contrary, they did play excellent ball, and they did beat the
defending champs, the Pistons.
On of the keys to Boston's win
was the recently re-signed Brian
Shaw. He brought in an element
of speed that was previously
missing from the Celtics. He had
12 points, nine assists, five rebounds and two steals. His
shooting was horrendous, however, as he hit only 33 percent from
the field. Overall he did show
promise for the future since the
Celtics have set as a priority improving their defense and emphasizing the running game.
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Anne Sammis/The Tech

Shannon Mohr '93 08) takes control of the ball in Tuesday's field hockey game against Elms. MIT lost, 1-0.

Upcoming Home Events

Elms College defeats
field hocke'y team, I -0
Snorts d Up ad et

Wednesday.... The women-'s

-

volleyball team defeated Babson

The field hockey team lost to
Elms College, 1X0, on Tuesday.
The Engineers' Saturday game
against Worcester Polytechnic Institute was rained out, and will
be played next Tuesday. . .
Wheaton College defeated the
women's tennis team, 8-1, on

College, 15-10, 15-5, 15-7, Tuesday evening. As usual, Cindy
Parrish '92 and Susie Gardner
'92 led the Engineers' attack,
with 14 kills apiece, while setter
Debbie Rego '91 had 28 assists.
Compiled by David Rothstein
and the Sports Information Offime

M

Saturday October 20
1: 15
Golf vs. Vermont
TBA . Men's-Sailing at Oberg Trophy

Sunday, October 21
8:40 a Crew at Iead-of-the-Charles Regatta'
TBA
Men's Sailing at MIT Invitational
I
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